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Abstract. We consider a fully practical ﬁnite element approximation of the following system of
nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations:
∂u
∂t
+ 1
2
∇.(u2∇[σ(v)])− 1
3
∇.(u3∇w) = 0, w = −c∆u+ a u−3 − δ u−ν ,
∂v
∂t
+∇.(u v∇[σ(v)])− ρ∆v − 1
2
∇.(u2 v∇w) = 0.
The above models a surfactant-driven thin ﬁlm ﬂow in the presence of both attractive, a > 0, and
repulsive, δ > 0 with ν > 3, van der Waals forces, where u is the height of the ﬁlm, v is the
concentration of the insoluble surfactant monolayer, and σ(v) := 1− v is the typical surface tension.
Here ρ ≥ 0 and c > 0 are the inverses of the surface Peclet number and the modiﬁed capillary
number. In addition to showing stability bounds for our approximation, we prove convergence in
one space dimension when ρ > 0 and either a = δ = 0 or δ > 0. Furthermore, iterative schemes for
solving the resulting nonlinear discrete system are discussed. Finally, some numerical experiments
are presented.
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1. Introduction. The study of the motion of surfactants placed on a thin layer
of a viscous ﬂuid is motivated by applications ranging from the medical treatment
of premature infants to industrial coating and drying processes (cf. [13, 18, 24, 26,
27]). We are interested in situations in which a free surface of a thin ﬁlm contains a
monolayer of a surfactant, which is a chemical that lowers the surface tension. Surface
tension gradients then lead to shear stresses which force the liquid to ﬂow toward
regions of higher surface tension (Marangoni eﬀect). In total, the liquid ﬂow is driven
by capillarity and surfactant gradient induced convection (Marangoni convection).
We consider a situation in which the thin layer of a viscous ﬂuid spreads on a
horizontal planar surface. The evolution then can be described by a free boundary
problem for the Navier–Stokes equations coupled to a convection-diﬀusion equation
for the surfactant, where the latter equation has to be solved only on the free surface.
Starting from this complicated free boundary problem, it is possible, under appropri-
ate assumptions, to use lubrication theory to derive a coupled set of nonlinear partial
diﬀerential equations for the two unknowns: ﬁlm thickness and surfactant concentra-
tion. It is the goal of this paper to develop and analyze a ﬁnite element method for
this set of equations.
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Denoting by u the height of the ﬁlm, by w the pressure, and by v the concentration
of the insoluble surfactant, the governing equations that one derives from lubrication
theory (cf. [13, 18, 31]) are
∂u
∂t +
1
2 ∇.(u2∇[σ(v)])− 13 ∇.(u3∇w) = 0, w = −c∆u ,(1.1a)
∂v
∂t +∇.(u v∇[σ(v)])− ρ∆v − 12 ∇.(u2 v∇w) = 0.(1.1b)
In the following, we will denote by the vector x the horizontal variables and by y ∈ R
the vertical variable. The functions u, v, and w are functions of x and the time t, and
all spatial operators like ∇,∇., and ∆ in this paper act on the horizontal variables
only. The given data are ρ ∈ R≥0, the inverse of the surface Peclet number, and
c ∈ R>0, the inverse of a modiﬁed capillary number. In addition, σ : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] is
the constitutive equation of state relating the surface tension σ to v, e.g.,
σ(s) := (β + 1) [1 + θ(β) s]−3 − β, where θ(β) := (β+1β ) 13 − 1,(1.2)
and β ∈ R>0 relates to the activity of the surfactant (cf. [24, p. 262]). It is reasonable
to assume throughout that σ is a monotonically decreasing function of v, as the
surfactant lowers surface tension.
Let us now discuss some properties of the system which are important for later
developments. First, we want to show how one can recover the pressure and velocity
in the ﬂuid if one knows a solution {u, v, w} of (1.1a,b). In lubrication theory (see
[19]), it turns out that the pressure in the ﬂuid is independent of the vertical variable
y, and we obtain that p(x, y, t) ≡ w(x, t) = −c∆u(x, t), where the right-hand side
is an approximation to the mean curvature of the air/liquid interface. We remark
that one obtains this identity from the leading order equation in lubrication theory.
Another important quantity in lubrication theory is the horizontal component of the
velocity, VH , which can be computed from {u(x, t), v(x, t), w(x, t)} as follows:
VH(x, y, t) = y∇[σ(v)] +
(
1
2 y
2 − y u)∇w,(1.3)
where a no-slip condition has been assumed at y = 0. One notices that VH is quadratic
in the y-direction. Furthermore, the ﬂuid is driven by two eﬀects: namely, by pres-
sure gradients due to capillarity eﬀects, −c∇(∆u), and by surface tension gradients,
∇[σ(v)]. Equation (1.3) evaluated for y = u(x, t) yields the horizontal velocity on the
free surface, and hence the equation for the surfactant concentration, (1.1b), can be
rewritten as
∂v
∂t +∇.(v VH(x, u(x, t), t)) = ρ∆v ,
which shows that it can be interpreted as a convection-diﬀusion equation, where the
surfactant is transported with the velocity of the ﬂuid. In addition, the equation for
the ﬁlm height can be expressed with the help of the ﬂuid velocity. A straightforward
computation starting from (1.1a) shows that the change of height of the ﬁlm is given
in terms of the horizontal component of the velocity as follows:
∂u
∂t = −∇.
(∫ u(x,t)
0
VH(x, y, t) dy
)
.
A basic ingredient of our approach is an energy estimate for surfactant-driven
ﬂows. To derive an energy estimate involving a density function F (v), we use some
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ideas from thermodynamics. First, we relate F to σ by the Gibbs identity
σ(v) = F (v)− v F ′(v) ⇒ σ′(v) = −v F ′′(v) .(1.4)
Knowing σ, the above identity determines F up to a linear term. Assuming appro-
priate boundary conditions, which will be speciﬁed later on, one can derive an energy
estimate for the surfactant-driven thin ﬁlm system as
d
dt
∫
Ω
[
c
2 |∇u|2 + F (v)
]
dx+
∫
Ω
∫ u
0
|∂y VH |2 dy dx+ ρ
∫
Ω
F ′′(v) |∇v|2 dx = 0 ,(1.5)
where Ω is a bounded domain in Rd, d = 1 or 2. To derive the above, we have used
the identity∫ u
0
|∂y VH |2 dy = u |∇[σ(v)]|2 − u2∇[σ(v)] .∇w + 13 u3 |∇w|2 .(1.6)
The identity (1.5) directly corresponds to the energy estimate for the free boundary
value problem for the Navier–Stokes equations. The term ddt
∫
Ω
[ c2 |∇u|2 + F (v)] dx
describes the rate of change of energy in time, and, since one neglects inertia eﬀects,
only capillarity terms appear in the energy. The two remaining terms in (1.5) rep-
resent energy dissipation due to friction in the ﬂuid and diﬀusion of the surfactant,
respectively.
On recalling that σ is monotonically decreasing, we deduce from (1.4) that F ′′
is nonnegative, and hence the identity (1.5) shows that the energy decreases in time.
This energy estimate will lead to important a priori estimates. In particular, the
identity (1.6) together with the inequality
u2∇[σ(v)] .∇w ≤ γ2 u |∇[σ(v)]|2 + 12γ u3 |∇w|2, γ ∈ ( 32 , 2),(1.7)
then shows that we can control u |∇[σ(v)]|2 and u3 |∇w|2 with the help of the energy
estimate (1.5).
It is the goal of this paper to derive a ﬁnite element method that is consistent with
the energy estimate (1.5); i.e., we want to derive a method that satisﬁes a discrete
analogue.
To conclude the system, we need to specify initial and boundary conditions for
(1.1a–c). One possibility that leads to the above energy estimate would be to describe
periodic boundary conditions. Instead we prescribe the following conditions at the
horizontal boundary: a no-penetration condition for the velocity, a 90◦ angle condition
for the ﬁlm height, and a no-ﬂux condition for the surfactant concentration. This
implies the following conditions for x ∈ ∂Ω and 0 ≤ y ≤ u(x, t):
ν∂Ω . VH(x, y, t) ≡ ν∂Ω .
(
y∇[σ(v)] + ( 12 y2 − y u)∇w) = 0, ∂u∂ν∂Ω = 0,(1.8a)
ν∂Ω. (v VH(x, u(x, t), t)− ρ∇v) ≡ ν∂Ω.(v (u∇[σ(v)]− 12 u2∇w)− ρ∇v) = 0,(1.8b)
where ν∂Ω is normal to ∂Ω, the Lipschitz boundary of Ω. Integrating the ﬁrst equation
in (1.8a) with respect to y yields that
1
2 u
2 ∂[σ(v)]
∂ν∂Ω
− 13 u3 ∂w∂ν∂Ω = 0 on ∂Ω ,(1.9)
which means that the height averaged normal component of the horizontal velocity is
zero on the boundary. Note that in the case that either ρ > 0 or v σ′(v) = 0, it can
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be seen that the ﬁrst boundary condition in (1.8a) and (1.8b) are equivalent to (1.9)
and (1.8b) (observe that (1.8a) holds for all y ∈ [0, u(x, t)], x ∈ ∂Ω).
In what follows, we will therefore specify the boundary conditions
1
2 u
2 ∂[σ(v)]
∂ν∂Ω
− 13 u3 ∂w∂ν∂Ω = ∂u∂ν∂Ω = u v
∂[σ(v)]
∂ν∂Ω
− 12 u2 v ∂w∂ν∂Ω − ρ ∂v∂ν∂Ω = 0 on ∂Ω .
We remark that if either u ρ > 0 or −u v σ′(v) > 0 on ∂Ω, these boundary conditions
are equivalent to ∂u∂ν∂Ω =
∂w
∂ν∂Ω
= ∂v∂ν∂Ω = 0 on ∂Ω.
When surfactant is placed on the ﬁlm, a thinning eﬀect can be observed (see the
numerical results in section 5). If the ﬁlm thickness is in the range of a few hundred
Angstroms, then molecular eﬀects due to van der Waals forces become important. If
van der Waals forces are included, an additional conservative body force enters the
Navier–Stokes equations (see, e.g., [28]). In the thin ﬁlm equations and in all the
formulae above, the pressure w, related to the height u previously by (1.1a), is then
replaced by the reduced pressure
w = −c∆u+ φ(u) , where φ(u) := a u−3 − δ u−ν , ν > 3 .(1.10)
Here a ∈ R≥0 is the scaled dimensionless Hamaker constant and δ ∈ R≥0 represents
the eﬀect of repulsive van der Waals forces; see, e.g., [28]. When van der Waals forces
are included, the energy estimate (1.5) is replaced by
d
dt
∫
Ω
[
c
2 |∇u|2 + F (v) + Φ(u)
]
dx+
∫
Ω
∫ u
0
|∂y VH |2 dy dx+ ρ
∫
Ω
F ′′(v) |∇v|2 dx = 0,
(1.11)
where Φ is an antiderivative of φ, i.e., Φ′ = φ, and the horizontal velocity VH is still
given by (1.3) but with w now deﬁned by (1.10).
Altogether, in this paper we consider the following initial boundary value problem.
(P) Find functions u, w, v : Ω× [0, T ]→ R such that
∂u
∂t +
1
2 ∇.(u2∇[σ(v)])− 13 ∇.(u3∇w) = 0 in ΩT ,(1.12a)
w = −c∆u+ φ(u) in ΩT , where u > 0,(1.12b)
∂v
∂t +∇.(uλ(v)∇[σ(v)])− ρ∆v − 12 ∇.(u2 λ(v)∇w) = 0 in ΩT ,(1.12c)
u(x, 0) = u0(x), v(x, 0) = v0(x) ∀ x ∈ Ω,(1.12d)
1
2 u
2 ∂[σ(v)]
∂ν∂Ω
− 13 u3 ∂w∂ν∂Ω = ∂u∂ν∂Ω = uλ(v)
∂[σ(v)]
∂ν∂Ω
− 12 u2 λ(v) ∂w∂ν∂Ω
−ρ ∂v∂ν∂Ω = 0 on ∂Ω× (0, T ),(1.12e)
where ΩT := Ω× (0, T ] and T > 0 is a ﬁxed positive time. In the above, c ∈ R>0 and
ρ ∈ R≥0 are given constants, while φ : R>0 → R is deﬁned as in (1.10); u0 and v0 are
given nonnegative initial proﬁles (e.g., u0 ≡ 1 for a ﬁlm of uniform thickness and u0
having support ⊂⊂ Ω for a drop). Throughout this paper, we will restrict ourselves
to the model case σ(v) := 1− v, the β →∞ limit of (1.2). We remark that physically
relevant values of v(x, t) lie in the interval [0, 1]. Noting this, it is convenient for the
analysis in this paper to replace the terms ui v, i = 1→ 2, in (1.1b) by ui λ(v), where
λ : R→ (−∞, 1] is deﬁned as
λ(s) := [s− 1]− + 1, with [s]− := min{s, 0}.(1.13)
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As u and λ(v) can take on zero values, (P) is a degenerate parabolic system, which
is fourth order in u. This degeneracy makes the analysis/numerical analysis of (P)
particularly diﬃcult. Although we have assumed a no-slip condition at y = 0 in the
derivation of (P) (see (1.3)) the results in this paper can easily be generalized to
models allowing slip (see [31]).
Let us mention some work on problems that also lead to degenerate parabolic
equations of fourth order. In particular, we would like to mention work on the fol-
lowing topics: thin ﬁlm ﬂow (cf. [9, 19, 10, 8, 11]), the Cahn–Hilliard equation with a
degenerate mobility (cf. [14, 16, 17]), and models that describe dislocation densities
in plasticity (cf. [20]). An existence result for the system (P) studied in this paper
has been given by Wieland [31] in the case of one space dimension.
Problem (P) with v0 ≡ 0 and φ ≡ 0 collapses to the thin ﬁlm equation, i.e., a de-
generate parabolic equation of fourth order. Degenerate parabolic equations of higher
order exhibit some new characteristic features which are fundamentally diﬀerent from
those for second order degenerate parabolic equations such as the porous medium
equation ∂u∂t − ∇.(|u|α∇u) = 0 for a given α ∈ R>0. The key point is that there is
no maximum or comparison principle for parabolic equations of higher order. This
drastically complicates the analysis since many results which are known for second
order equations are proven with the help of comparison techniques. Related to this is
the fact that there is no uniqueness result known for the thin ﬁlm equation. Although
there is no comparison principle, one of the main features of the thin ﬁlm equation
is the fact that one can show existence of nonnegative solutions if given nonnegative
initial data. This is in contrast to linear parabolic equations of fourth order, where
solutions which are initially positive may become negative in certain regions.
There is very little work on the numerical analysis of degenerate parabolic equa-
tions of fourth order; for work on thin ﬁlm ﬂows in the absence of surfactants, see
[4, 32, 22, 21] and for work on degenerate Cahn–Hilliard systems, see [5, 6, 3].
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we formulate a fully practical ﬁnite
element approximation of problem (P). On the discrete level, the nonnegativity of the
approximation to u is not guaranteed when we discretize the system (1.12a–e) in a
naive way. Following [4], we impose the nonnegativity of the discrete approximation
to u as a constraint and require (1.12b) only where u is positive. In addition, in order
to derive a discrete analogue of the energy estimate (1.11), we adapt a technique
introduced in [32] and [22] for deriving a discrete entropy bound for the thin ﬁlm
equation.
We can derive stability bounds in space dimensions d = 1 and 2, but we are only
able to show convergence in one space dimension. This is due to the fact that the
a priori bounds we derive guarantee in one space dimension only that the discrete
approximation to u is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous, which is necessary to
be able to pass to the limit in the discrete problem. For similar reasons, the results in
[9, 4, 22, 5, 6, 3] were restricted to one space dimension. This convergence is carried
out in section 3. A convergence result for a ﬁnite element method of the thin ﬁlm
equation in two dimensions has been given recently by Gru¨n [21]. Unfortunately a
generalization of Gru¨n’s result to the problem presented in this paper does not seem
to be possible in a straightforward manner. In section 4, we introduce and analyze
algorithms to solve the nonlinear algebraic systems at each time level. Finally, in
section 5, we present some numerical computations in one and two space dimensions.
We compare the computed discrete solutions with results published in [24, 26] and
other papers.
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Notation and auxiliary results. We adopt the standard notation for Sobolev
spaces, denoting the norm ofWm,q(Ω) (m ∈ N, q ∈ [1,∞]) by ‖·‖m,q and the seminorm
by | · |m,q. For q = 2, Wm,2(Ω) will be denoted by Hm(Ω) with the associated norm
and seminorm written as, respectively, ‖ · ‖m and | · |m. Throughout (·, ·) denotes
the standard L2 inner product over Ω and 〈·, ·〉 denotes the duality pairing between(
H1(Ω)
)′
and H1(Ω). In addition we deﬁne∫−η := 1m(Ω) (η, 1) ∀ η ∈ L1(Ω), where m(Ω) is the measure of Ω .(1.14)
We require also the Ho¨lder space Cp1,p2x,t (ΩT ) for pi ∈ (0, 1], which denotes those
functions whose time (spatial) derivative(s) is (are) Ho¨lder continuous over ΩT with
exponent p1(p2).
For later purposes, we recall the following well-known Sobolev interpolation result
(see, e.g., [1]): Let m ≥ 1, q ∈ ( dm ,∞], r ∈ [q,∞], and µ := dm
(
1
q − 1r
)
. Then there is
a constant C depending only on Ω,m, q, r such that
|z|0,r ≤ C |z|1−µ0,q ‖z‖µm,q ∀ z ∈Wm,q(Ω) .(1.15)
It is convenient to introduce the “inverse Laplacian” operator G : F → Z such
that
(∇Gz,∇η) = 〈z, η〉 ∀ η ∈ H1(Ω),(1.16)
where F := {z ∈ (H1(Ω))′ : 〈z, 1〉 = 0} and Z := {z ∈ H1(Ω) : (z, 1) = 0}. The well-
posedness of G follows from the Lax–Milgram theorem and the Poincare´ inequality
|η|0,q ≤ C ( |η|1,q + |(η, 1)| ) ∀ η ∈W 1,q(Ω) and q ∈ [1,∞].(1.17)
One can deﬁne a norm on F by
‖z‖−1 := |Gz|1 = 〈z,Gz〉 12 ∀ z ∈ F .(1.18)
We note also for future reference that using Young’s inequality
r s ≤ γ2 r2 + 12γ s2 ∀ r, s ∈ R, γ ∈ R>0(1.19)
yields for all γ ∈ R>0 that
〈z, η〉 = (∇Gz,∇η) ≤ ‖z‖−1|η|1 ≤ γ2 |η|21 + 12γ ‖z‖2−1 ∀ z ∈ F , η ∈ H1(Ω).(1.20)
Throughout C denotes a generic constant independent of h, τ , and ε, the mesh
and temporal discretization parameters and the regularization parameter. In addition,
C(a1, . . . , aI) denotes a constant depending on the arguments {ai}Ii=1.
2. Finite element approximation. We consider the ﬁnite element approxi-
mation of (P) at ﬁrst under the following assumptions on the mesh:
(A) Let Ω be a polygonal domain if d = 2. Let {T h}h>0 be a quasi-uniform family
of partitionings of Ω into disjoint open simplices κ with hκ := diam(κ) and
h := maxκ∈T h hκ so that Ω = ∪κ∈T hκ. In addition, it is assumed for d = 2
that all simplices κ ∈ T h are right-angled.
We note that the quasi uniformity assumption can be avoided at the expense of a
mild constraint on the minimum time step; see Remark 3.5 below. Furthermore we
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note that the right-angled simplices assumption is not a severe constraint, as there
exist adaptive ﬁnite element codes that satisfy this requirement; see, e.g., [30].
Associated with T h is the ﬁnite element space Sh := {χ ∈ C(Ω) : χ |κ is linear
for all κ ∈ T h} ⊂ H1(Ω). We introduce alsoKh := {χ ∈ Sh : χ ≥ 0 in Ω} ⊂ K, where
K := {η ∈ H1(Ω) : η ≥ 0 a.e. in Ω}. Let J be the set of nodes of T h and {pj}j∈J
the coordinates of these nodes. Let {χj}j∈J be the standard basis functions for Sh;
that is, χj ∈ Kh and χj(pi) = δij for all i, j ∈ J . We introduce πh : C(Ω) → Sh,
the interpolation operator, such that (πhη)(pj) = η(pj) for all j ∈ J . A discrete
semi-inner product on C(Ω) is then deﬁned by
(η1, η2)
h :=
∫
Ω
πh(η1(x) η2(x)) dx =
∑
j∈J
mj η1(pj) η2(pj),(2.1)
where mj := (1, χj) > 0. The induced discrete seminorm is then |η|h := [ (η, η)h ] 12 ,
where η ∈ C(Ω). We introduce also the L2 projection Qh : L2(Ω)→ Sh deﬁned by
(Qhη, χ)h = (η, χ) ∀ χ ∈ Sh.(2.2)
In this paper, for simplicity, we consider only the model case when the surface
tension is given by σ(s) := 1−s, which is the limit as β →∞ in (1.2) and is commonly
used in the physics/engineering literature (cf. [27]). On recalling (1.4), we then deﬁne
a function F such that v∇[F ′(v)] = −∇[σ(v)]; that is, F ′′(s) = −s−1 σ′(s) = s−1 ⇒
F (s) = s (ln s − 1) + 1. For computational purposes, we replace F ∈ C∞(R>0) for
any ε ∈ (0, 1) by the regularized function Fε : R→ R≥0 such that
Fε(s) :=

s2−ε2
2 ε + (ln ε− 1) s+ 1, s ≤ ε,
s (ln s− 1) + 1, ε ≤ s ≤ 1,
1
2 (s− 1)2, 1 ≤ s .
Hence Fε ∈ C2,1(R) with the ﬁrst two derivatives of Fε given by
F ′ε(s) :=

ε−1 s+ ln ε− 1, s ≤ ε,
ln s, ε ≤ s ≤ 1,
s− 1, 1 ≤ s,
and F ′′ε (s) :=

ε−1, s ≤ ε,
s−1, ε ≤ s ≤ 1,
1, 1 ≤ s ,
(2.3)
respectively. For later purposes, we note that
Fε(s) ≥ s24 − 12 ∀ s ≥ 0 and Fε(s) ≥ s
2
2 ε ∀ s ≤ 0 .(2.4)
This holds since
Fε(s) :=
1
2 (s− 1)2 ≥ 12 (s− 1)2 − ( 12s− 1)2 = s
2
4 − 12 if s ≥ 1 ,
F ′ε(s) ≤ 0 ⇒ Fε(s) ≥ Fε(1) = 0 ≥ s
2
4 − 12 if s ∈ [0, 1] ,
Fε(s) :=
s2−ε2
2 ε + (ln ε− 1) s+ 1 ≥ s
2
2 ε + (1− ε2 ) ≥ s
2
2 ε if s ≤ 0 .
Similarly to the approach in [32] and [22], we introduce Λε : S
h → [L∞(Ω)]d×d
such that for all zh ∈ Sh and a.e. in Ω,
Λε(z
h) is symmetric and positive semideﬁnite and Λε(z
h)∇πh[F ′ε(zh)] = ∇zh.
(2.5)
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Following [22], we now give the construction of Λε. Let {ei}di=1 be the orthonormal
vectors in Rd such that the jth component of ei is δij , i, j = 1 → d. Given nonzero
constants αi, i = 1 → d, let κ̂({αi}di=1) be the reference open simplex in Rd with
vertices {p̂i}di=0, where p̂0 is the origin and p̂i = αi ei, i = 1 → d. Given a κ ∈ T h
with vertices {pji}di=0 such that pj0 is the right-angled vertex, there exist a rotation
matrix Rκ and nonzero constants {αi}di=1 such that the mapping Rκ : x̂ ∈ Rd →
pj0 +Rκx̂ ∈ Rd maps the vertex p̂i to pji , i = 0→ d, and hence κ̂ ≡ κ̂({αi}di=1) to κ.
For any zh ∈ Sh, we then set
Λε(z
h) |κ:= Rκ Λ̂ε(ẑh) |̂κ RTκ ,(2.6)
where ẑh(x̂) ≡ zh(Rκx̂) for all x̂ ∈ κ̂ and Λ̂ε(ẑh) |̂κ is the d× d diagonal matrix with
diagonal entries, k = 1→ d,
[Λ̂ε(ẑ
h)]kk |̂κ:=

ẑh(p̂k)−ẑh(p̂0)
F ′ε(ẑh(p̂k))−F ′ε(ẑh(p̂0))
≡ z
h(pjk )−zh(pj0 )
F ′ε(zh(pjk ))−F ′ε(zh(pj0 ))
if zh(pjk) = zh(pj0),
1
F ′′ε (ẑh(p̂0))
≡ 1
F ′′ε (zh(pj0 ))
if zh(pjk) = z
h(pj0).
(2.7)
As RTκ ≡ R−1κ , ∇zh ≡ Rκ ∇̂ẑh, where x ≡ (x1, . . . , xd)T , ∇ ≡ ( ∂∂x1 , . . . , ∂∂xd )T ,
x̂ ≡ (x̂1, . . . , x̂d)T , and ∇̂ ≡ ( ∂
∂x̂1
, . . . , ∂
∂x̂d
)T , it easily follows that Λε(z
h) constructed
in (2.6) and (2.7) satisﬁes (2.5). It is this construction that requires the right angle
constraint on the partitioning T h. Furthermore, we note from (2.3) that for all κ ∈ T h,
∇zh.∇πh[F ′ε(zh)] |κ ≡ Rκ∇̂ẑh.Rκ∇̂π̂h[F ′ε(ẑh)] |̂κ
≡ ∇̂ẑh.∇̂π̂h[F ′ε(ẑh)] |̂κ≥ |∇̂ẑh|2 |̂κ≡ |∇zh|2 |κ
=⇒ (∇zh,∇πh[F ′ε(zh)]) ≥ |zh|21 ∀ zh ∈ Sh ,(2.8)
where (π̂hη̂)(x̂) ≡ (πhη)(Rκx̂) and η̂(x̂) ≡ η(Rκx̂) for all x̂ ∈ κ̂.
To deﬁne our approximation of (P), it is convenient to split Φ (recall (1.11)) into
its convex and concave parts. We have for given a, δ ∈ R≥0, and ν > 3 that for all
s ∈ R>0
Φ(s) = Φ+(s) + Φ−(s), where Φ+(s) := δν−1 s
1−ν , Φ−(s) := −a2 s−2,
φ(s) = Φ′(s) = φ+(s) + φ−(s), where φ+(s) := (Φ+)′(s) = −δ s−ν ,
φ−(s) := (Φ−)′(s) = a s−3.(2.9)
For future reference, we note that the following hold for all s ∈ R>0:
Φ(s) ≥ Φ( ( δa )
1
ν−3 ) = a (3−ν)2 (ν−1) (
a
δ )
2
ν−3 and |Φ−(s)| ≤ a (ν−3)2 (ν−1) ( 2 aδ )
2
ν−3 + 12 Φ
+(s).
(2.10)
In addition to T h, let 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tN−1 < tN = T be a partitioning
of [0, T ] into possibly variable time steps τn := tn − tn−1, n = 1 → N . We set
τ := maxn=1→N τn. For any given ε ∈ (0, 1), we then consider the following fully
practical ﬁnite element approximation of (P) with σ(v) := 1− v and δ = 0 (φ+ ≡ 0).
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(Ph,τε ) For n ≥ 1 ﬁnd {Unε ,Wnε , V nε } ∈ Kh × [Sh]2 such that for all χ ∈ Sh,
zh ∈ Kh,
(
Unε −Un−1ε
τn
, χ
)h
+ 13
(
πh[(Un−1ε )
3]∇Wnε ,∇χ
)
=− 12 (πh[(Un−1ε )2]∇V n−1ε ,∇χ),
(2.11a)
c (∇Unε ,∇(zh − Unε )) + (φ−(Un−1ε + ε), zh − Unε )h ≥ (Wnε , zh − Unε )h,
(2.11b)
(
V nε −V n−1ε
τn
, χ
)h
+ ρ (∇V nε ,∇χ) + (Unε Λε(V nε )∇V nε ,∇χ)
= − 12 (πh[(Unε )
1
2 (Un−1ε )
3
2 ] Λε(V
n
ε )∇Wnε ,∇χ),(2.11c)
where U0ε ∈ Kh and V 0ε ∈ Sh are approximations of u0 and v0, respectively; e.g.,
U0ε ≡ πhu0 or Qhu0 and similarly V 0ε .
If a = 0 (φ− ≡ 0), then setting V nε ≡ 0, n = 0 → N , (2.11a,b) collapses to the
approximation of the thin ﬁlm equation, (1.12a–e) with v ≡ 0, studied in [4], except
that there πh[(Un−1ε )
3] in (2.11a) is replaced by (Un−1ε )
3 and so is less practical than
(2.11a). If δ > 0 (φ+ ≡ 0), then (Ph,τε ) above is modiﬁed as follows.
(Ph,τδ, ε ) For n ≥ 1 ﬁnd {Unε ,Wnε , V nε } ∈ [Sh]3 such that (2.11a,c) hold with (2.11b)
replaced by
c (∇Unε ,∇χ) + (φ+(Unε ) + φ−(Un−1ε ), χ)h = (Wnε , χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh ,(2.12)
where in addition it is assumed that U0ε > 0.
Note that the convex (concave) terms in Φ are approximated implicitly (explicitly)
in (2.11b) and (2.12). If δ = 0, we can guarantee only that Un−1ε ≥ 0 and hence the
choice of φ−(Un−1ε +ε) instead of φ
−(Un−1ε ) on the left-hand side of (2.11b). Whereas
if δ > 0 and U0ε > 0, one can ensure that φ
−(Un−1ε ) is well deﬁned for n ≥ 1; see
Theorem 2.6 below.
Below we recall some well-known results concerning Sh for any κ ∈ T h, χ, zh ∈
Sh, η1, η2 ∈ C(Ω) and for m = 0 or 1:
lim
h→0
|(I − πh)η1|0,∞ = 0 ,(2.13) ∫
κ
χ2 dx ≤ ∫
κ
πh[χ2] dx ≤ (d+ 2) ∫
κ
χ2 dx ,(2.14) ∫
κ
πh[η1η2]∇χ.∇zh dx ≤
[∫
κ
πh[η21 ] |∇χ|2 dx
] 1
2
[∫
κ
πh[η22 ] |∇zh|2 dx
] 1
2 ,(2.15)
|πh[η1η2](x) |2 ≤ |πhη1|20,∞ πh[η22 ](x) ∀ x ∈ Ω;(2.16)
|(χ, zh)− (χ, zh)h| ≤ |(I − πh)(χ zh)|0,1 ≤ C h1+m |χ|m |zh|1 .(2.17)
If d = 1, then we have for m = 0 or 1 that
|(I − πh)η|m,r ≤ C h1−m |η|1,r ∀ η ∈W 1,r(Ω), for any r ∈ [1,∞];(2.18)
lim
h→0
‖(I − πh)η‖1 = 0 ∀ η ∈ H1(Ω).(2.19)
It follows from (2.2) that
(Qhη)(pj) =
(η,χj)
(1,χj)
∀ j ∈ J =⇒ |Qhη|0,∞ ≤ |η|0,∞ ∀ η ∈ L∞(Ω).(2.20)
Finally, as we have a quasi-uniform family of partitionings, it holds for m = 0 or 1
that
|(I −Qh)η|m ≤ C h1−m ‖η‖1 ∀ η ∈ H1(Ω).(2.21)
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We deﬁne Zh := {zh ∈ Sh : (zh, 1) = 0} ⊂ Fh := {z ∈ C(Ω) : (z, 1)h = 0}. Then,
similarly to (1.16), we introduce Gh : Fh → Zh such that
(∇Ghz,∇χ) = (z, χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh .(2.22)
It is easily established, as we have a quasi-uniform family of partitionings, that
|zh|0 ≤ C h−1 |Gzh|1 ∀ zh ∈ Zh.(2.23)
We now adapt and extend the approach in [4] to establish the existence of a
solution {Unε ,Wnε , V nε }Nn=1 to (Ph,τε ). First, we need to introduce some notation.
In particular, we deﬁne sets Zh(Un−1ε ) in which we seek the update U
n
ε − Un−1ε .
Given qh ∈ Kh, we set J0(qh) := {j ∈ J : (πh[(qh)3], χj) = 0}. All other nodes
we call active nodes, and they can be uniquely partitioned so that J+(q
h) := J \
J0(q
h) =
⋃M
m=1 Im(q
h), M ≥ 1, where Im(qh), m = 1 → M , are mutually disjoint
and maximally connected in the following sense: Im(q
h) is said to be connected if for
all j, k ∈ Im(qh), there exist {κ-}L-=1 ⊆ T h, not necessarily distinct, such that
pj ∈ κ1, pk ∈ κL; κ- ∩ κ-+1 = ∅, > = 1→ L− 1; qh ≡ 0 on κ-, > = 1→ L.
Im(q
h) is said to be maximally connected if there is no other connected subset of
J+(q
h), which contains Im(q
h). We then set
Zh(qh) := {zh ∈ Sh : zh(pj) = 0 ∀ j ∈ J0(qh) and
(zh,Ξm(q
h))h = 0, m = 1→M },(2.24)
where Ξm(q
h) :=
∑
j∈Im(qh) χj for m = 1 → M . An immediate consequence of the
above deﬁnitions is that on any κ ∈ T h either
qh ≡ 0 or Ξm(qh) ≡ 1 for some m/ and Ξm(qh) ≡ 0 for m = m/.(2.25)
This follows since if qh ≡ 0 on κ, then all vertices of κ belong to the set of active
nodes J+(q
h). Using the fact that Im(q
h), m = 1 → M , are maximally connected,
we can conclude that there exists an m/ such that all vertices of κ belong to Im(q
h)
and therefore, Ξm(q
h) ≡ 1 on κ. The desired result now follows since Im(qh), m =
1→M , are mutually disjoint.
For later reference, we state that any zh ∈ Sh can be written as
zh ≡
∑
j∈J
zh(pj)χj ≡ zh +
∑
j∈J0(qh)
zh(pj)χj +
M∑
m=1
(zh,Ξm(q
h))h
(1,Ξm(qh))
Ξm(q
h),(2.26)
where zh :=
∑M
m=1
∑
j∈Im(qh)[z
h(pj) − (z
h,Ξm(q
h))h
(1,Ξm(qh))
]χj ∈ Zh(qh) is the projection
with respect to the (·, ·)h scalar product of zh onto Zh(qh). In order to express Wnε in
terms of Unε and U
n−1
ε , we introduce for all q
h ∈ Kh the discrete anisotropic Green’s
operator Ghqh : Zh(qh)→ Zh(qh) such that
(πh[(qh)3]∇Ghqhzh,∇χ) = (zh, χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh.(2.27)
To show the well-posedness of Ghqh , we ﬁrst note that on choosing χ ≡ χj , j ∈ J0(qh), in
(2.27) leads to both sides vanishing on noting (2.24). Similarly, choosing χ ≡ Ξm(qh),
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m = 1 → M , in (2.27) leads to both sides vanishing on noting (2.25) and (2.24).
Therefore, for well-posedness, it remains to prove uniqueness as Zh(qh) has ﬁnite
dimension. If there exist two solutions Z(i), i = 1, 2, with (πh[(qh)3]∇Z(i),∇χ) =
(zh, χ)h for all χ ∈ Sh, then Z := Z(2) − Z(1) ∈ Zh(qh) satisﬁes, on noting (2.25),
C(qh, h)
M∑
m=1
∫
Ωm
|∇Z|2 dx ≤
M∑
m=1
∫
Ωm
πh[(qh)3] |∇Z|2 dx =
∫
Ω
πh[(qh)3] |∇Z|2 dx = 0
for some positive constant C(qh, h), where Ωm := {∪κ∈T hκ : Ξm(qh)|κ≡ 1 }. Hence
it follows that Z is constant on each Ωm. However, as Z ∈ Zh(qh), it follows that
Z ≡ 0. Finally, note that Zh(qh) ⊆ Zh for all qh ∈ Kh and in addition that Zh(qh)
deﬁned in (2.24) is equal to Zh if qh is strictly positive.
Lemma 2.1. Let the assumptions (A) hold, and let ‖ · ‖ denote the spectral norm
on Rd×d. Then for any given ε ∈ (0, 1), the function Λε : Sh → [L∞(Ω)]d×d satisﬁes
ε ξT ξ ≤ ξTΛε(zh)ξ ≤ ξT ξ ∀ ξ ∈ Rd, ∀ zh ∈ Sh(2.28)
and is continuous. In particular, it holds for all zh1 , z
h
2 ∈ Sh, κ ∈ T h that
‖[Λε(zh1 )− Λε(zh2 )] |κ ‖ = ‖[Λ̂ε(ẑh1 )− Λ̂ε(ẑh2 )] |̂κ ‖
≤ max
s∈R
F ′′ε (s) max
s∈R
[F ′′ε (s)]
−1 max
k=1→d
[ |zh1 (pjk)− zh2 (pjk)|+ |zh1 (pj0)− zh2 (pj0)| ]
≤ ε−1 max
k=1→d
[ |zh1 (pjk)− zh2 (pjk)|+ |zh1 (pj0)− zh2 (pj0)| ] ,(2.29)
where we have adopted the notation of (2.6) and (2.7).
Proof. It follows immediately from (2.6), (2.7), and (2.3) that (2.28) holds. The
proof of (2.29) is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [7], where
a similar inequality is shown for a slightly modiﬁed Fε.
Theorem 2.2. Let the assumptions (A) hold and Un−1ε ∈ Kh, V n−1ε ∈ Sh. Then
for all ε ∈ (0, 1) and for all h, τn > 0, there exists a solution {Unε ,Wnε , V nε } to the
nth step of (Ph,τε ) with
∫−Unε = ∫−Un−1ε and ∫−V nε = ∫−V n−1ε . Moreover, Unε is unique.
In addition, Wn(pj) is unique if (π
h[(Un−1ε )
3], χj) > 0 for all j ∈ J .
Proof. For n ≥ 1, given Un−1ε ∈ Kh, V n−1ε ∈ Sh, we deﬁne Xn−1ε ∈ Zh(Un−1ε )
such that
(Xn−1ε , χ)
h := 12 (π
h[(Un−1ε )
2]∇V n−1ε ,∇χ) ∀ χ ∈ Sh .(2.30)
It follows from (2.11a), (2.27), and (2.30) that we seek Unε ∈ Kh(Un−1ε ), where for all
qh ∈ Kh
Sh(qh) := {χ ∈ Sh : χ− qh ∈ Zh(qh) } and Kh(qh) := Sh(qh) ∩Kh.(2.31)
In addition, we have that (cf. (2.26))
Wnε ≡ −3GhUn−1ε
[
Unε −Un−1ε
τn
+Xn−1ε
]
+
∑
j∈J0(Un−1ε )
αnj χj +
M∑
m=1
βnm Ξm(U
n−1
ε ),(2.32)
where {αnj }j∈J0(Un−1ε ) and {βnm}Mm=1 are arbitrary constants. Hence (2.11a) and
(2.11b) can be restated as follows.
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For n ≥ 1, ﬁnd Unε ∈ Kh(Un−1ε ) and constant Lagrange multipliers {αnj }j∈J0(Un−1ε ),
{βnm}Mm=1 such that
c (∇Unε ,∇(χ− Unε )) + 3
(
Gh
Un−1ε
[
Unε −Un−1ε
τn
]
, χ− Unε
)h
≥
 ∑
j∈J0(Un−1ε )
αnj χj +
M∑
m=1
βnm Ξm(U
n−1
ε ) +X
n−1
ε , χ− Unε
h ∀ χ ∈ Kh,
(2.33)
where X
n−1
ε ∈ Sh is such that
(X
n−1
ε , χ)
h := −(φ−(Un−1ε + ε) + 3GhUn−1ε X
n−1
ε , χ)
h ∀ χ ∈ Sh .
It follows from (2.33), (2.31), and (2.24) that Unε ∈ Kh(Un−1ε ) is such that
AUn−1ε (U
n
ε , z˜
h − Unε ) ≥ (X
n−1
ε , z˜
h − Unε )h ∀ z˜h ∈ Kh(Un−1ε ),(2.34)
where AUn−1ε : S
h(Un−1ε )× Sh → R is deﬁned by
AUn−1ε (z
h, χ) := c (∇zh,∇χ) + 3 (Gh
Un−1ε
[
zh−Un−1ε
τn
], χ)h ∀ zh ∈ Sh(Un−1ε ), χ ∈ Sh.
(2.35)
There exists Unε ∈ Kh(Un−1ε ) satisfying (2.34) since, on noting (2.27), this is the
Euler–Lagrange variational inequality of the convex minimization problem
min
z˜h∈Kh(Un−1ε )
{
c
2 |z˜h|21 + 32τn |[πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇Gh
Un−1ε
(z˜h − Un−1ε )|20 − (X
n−1
ε , z˜
h)h
}
.
(2.36)
Furthermore, given any zh ∈ Kh, similarly to (2.26) there exists a ζ ∈ R>0 such
that
z˜h := Unε + ζ
 (zh − Unε )− ∑
j∈J0(Un−1ε )
(zh − Unε )(pj)χj
−
M∑
m=1
(zh − Unε ,Ξm(Un−1ε ))h
(Unε ,Ξm(U
n−1
ε ))h
πh[Unε Ξm(U
n−1
ε )]

≡ πh
[(
1− ζ
(
1 +
M∑
m=1
(zh − Unε ,Ξm(Un−1ε ))h
(Unε ,Ξm(U
n−1
ε ))h
Ξm(U
n−1
ε )
))
Unε
]
+ ζ
 zh − ∑
j∈J0(Un−1ε )
zh(pj)χj
 ∈ Kh(Un−1ε ).(2.37)
Here we have used that Ξm(U
n−1
ε )(pj) = U
n
ε (pj) = 0 for all j ∈ J0(Un−1ε ), and
(πh[Unε Ξm(U
n−1
ε )],Ξm(U
n−1
ε ))
h = (Unε ,Ξm(U
n−1
ε ))
h = (Un−1ε ,Ξm(U
n−1
ε ))
h > 0 for
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m = 1→M . For all zh ∈ Kh, choosing z˜h ∈ Kh(Un−1ε ) (as constructed in (2.37)) in
(2.34) yields the existence of a solution to (2.33) with
αnj =
AUn−1ε (U
n
ε , χj)− (X
n−1
ε , χj)
h
(1, χj)
∀ j ∈ J0(Un−1ε )
and
βnm =
AUn−1ε (U
n
ε , π
h[Unε Ξm(U
n−1
ε )])− (X
n−1
ε , U
n
ε Ξm(U
n−1
ε ))
h
(Unε ,Ξm(U
n−1
ε ))h
m = 1→M.
Therefore, on noting (2.32), we have the existence of a solution {Unε ,Wnε } to (Ph,τε )
with
∫−Unε = ∫−Un−1ε .
To prove the existence of V nε , we will make use of the Brouwer ﬁxed point theorem
(see, e.g., [29, Theorem 9.36, p. 357]). Let J := #J , and let g : RJ → RJ be deﬁned
by
gj(V ) :=(V, χj)
h + ρ τn (∇V,∇χj) + τn (Unε Λε(V )∇V,∇χj)
+ τn2 (π
h[(Unε )
1
2 (Un−1ε )
3
2 ] Λε(V )∇Wnε ,∇χj) ∀ j ∈ J ,
where V ≡ ∑j∈J Vj χj and V := (V1, . . . , VJ )T ∈ RJ . Noting Lemma 2.1, we have
that g is continuous, and hence it is suﬃcient to show that g is coercive. We have
that ∑
j∈J
gj(V )Vj = |V |2h + ρ τn |V |21 + τn (Unε Λε(V )∇V,∇V )
+ τn2 (π
h[(Unε )
1
2 (Un−1ε )
3
2 ] Λε(V )∇Wnε ,∇V ) ∀ V ∈ Sh .(2.38)
From (1.19), (2.15), and (2.28), we have
τn
2
∣∣∣(πh[(Unε ) 12 (Un−1ε ) 32 ] Λε(V )∇Wnε ,∇V )∣∣∣
≤ τn2 (Unε Λε(V )∇V,∇V ) + τn8 (πh[(Un−1ε )3] Λε(V )∇Wnε ,∇Wnε )
≤ τn2 (Unε Λε(V )∇V,∇V ) + C(τn, Un−1ε , Wnε ) .
(2.39)
It follows from (2.38), (2.39), and (2.28) that∑
j∈J
gj(V )Vj ≥ |V |2h − C(τn, Un−1ε , Wnε ) ∀ V ∈ Sh .(2.40)
Hence the coerciveness of g follows from (2.40) and (2.1). Therefore, on noting the
aforementioned theorem, we have the existence of V nε to (2.11c) and hence the exis-
tence of a solution {Unε ,Wnε , V nε } to (Ph,τε ). Choosing χ ≡ 1 in (2.11c) yields that∫−V nε = ∫−V n−1ε .
If (2.33) has two solutions {Un,iε , {αn,ij }j∈J0(Un−1ε ), {βn,im }Mm=1 }, i = 1, 2, then it
follows from (2.34) and (2.27) that U˜nε := U
n,1
ε − Un,2ε ∈ Zh(Un−1ε ) satisﬁes
c |U˜nε |21 + 3 τ−1n |[πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇(Gh
Un−1ε
U˜nε )|20 ≤ 0.
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Therefore, the uniqueness of Unε follows from (1.17). For any ζ ∈ (0, 1), choosing χ ≡
Unε ±ζ πh[Unε Ξm(Un−1ε )] ≡ πh[ (1±ζ Ξm(Un−1ε ))Unε ] in (2.33) for m = 1→M yields
the uniqueness of the Lagrange multipliers {βnm}Mm=1. Hence the desired uniqueness
result on Wnε follows from noting (2.32).
Lemma 2.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold. Then for all ε ∈ (0, 1)
and for all h, τn > 0 a solution {Unε ,Wnε , V nε } to the nth step of (Ph,τε ) is such that
E(Unε , V nε ) + c2 |Unε − Un−1ε |21 + 12 |V nε − V n−1ε |2h + ρ τn (∇V nε ,∇πh[F ′ε(V nε )])
+ τn24 (π
h[(Un−1ε )
3]∇Wnε ,∇Wnε ) + 58 τn (Unε ∇V nε ,∇V nε )
≤ E(Un−1ε , V n−1ε ) + τn2 (Un−1ε ∇V n−1ε ,∇V n−1ε ) ,(2.41)
where
E(Unε , V nε ) := c2 |Unε |21 + (Fε(V nε ) + Φ−(Unε + ε), 1)h .(2.42)
Proof. Choosing χ ≡ Wnε in (2.11a), zh ≡ Un−1ε in (2.11b), and χ ≡ πh[F ′ε(V nε )]
in (2.11c) and noting (2.5) yield that
(Unε − Un−1ε ,Wnε )h + τn3 (πh[(Un−1ε )3]∇Wnε ,∇Wnε )
= − τn2 (πh[(Un−1ε )2]∇V n−1ε ,∇Wnε ) ,(2.43a)
c (∇Unε ,∇(Unε − Un−1ε )) + (φ−(Un−1ε + ε), Unε − Un−1ε )h
≤ (Wnε , Unε − Un−1ε )h ,(2.43b)
(V nε − V n−1ε , F ′ε(V nε ))h + ρ τn (∇V nε ,∇πh[F ′ε(V nε )])
+ τn (U
n
ε ∇V nε ,∇V nε )
= − τn2 (πh[(Unε )
1
2 (Un−1ε )
3
2 ]∇Wnε ,∇V nε ) .(2.43c)
On noting the elementary identity
2 r (r − s) = (r2 − s2) + (r − s)2 ∀ r, s ∈ R(2.44)
and the concavity of Φ−, it follows from (2.43b) that
c
2 |Unε |21 + c2 |Unε − Un−1ε |21 + (Φ−(Unε + ε), 1)h
≤ c2 |Un−1ε |21 + (Φ−(Un−1ε + ε), 1)h + (Wnε , Unε − Un−1ε )h .(2.45)
Combining (2.43a) and (2.45) yields that
c
2 |Unε |21 + (Φ−(Unε + ε), 1)h + τn3 (πh[(Un−1ε )3]∇Wnε ,∇Wnε ) + c2 |Unε − Un−1ε |21
≤ c2 |Un−1ε |21 + (Φ−(Un−1ε + ε), 1)h − τn2 (πh[(Un−1ε )2]∇V n−1ε ,∇Wnε ) .
(2.46)
Now F ′′ε ≥ 1 implies that
(V nε − V n−1ε , F ′ε(V nε ))h ≥ (Fε(V nε )− Fε(V n−1ε ), 1)h + 12 |V n−1ε − V nε |2h .(2.47)
Combining (2.43c), (2.46), and (2.47) and noting (1.19), (2.15), and (2.42) yield that
E(Unε , V nε ) + c2 |Unε − Un−1ε |21 + 12 |V nε − V n−1ε |2h + ρ τn (∇V nε ,∇πh[F ′ε(V nε )])
+ τn3 (π
h[(Un−1ε )
3]∇Wnε ,∇Wnε ) + τn (Unε ∇V nε ,∇V nε )
≤ E(Un−1ε , V n−1ε )− τn2 (πh[(Unε )
1
2 (Un−1ε )
3
2 ]∇Wnε ,∇V nε )
− τn2 (πh[(Un−1ε )2]∇Wnε ,∇V n−1ε )
≤ E(Un−1ε , V n−1ε ) + ζ+γ4 τn (πh[(Un−1ε )3]∇Wnε ,∇Wnε )
+ τn4ζ (U
n−1
ε ∇V n−1ε ,∇V n−1ε ) + τn4γ (Unε ∇V nε ,∇V nε )
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for arbitrary ζ, γ ∈ R>0. Choosing ζ = 12 and γ = 23 leads to the desired result
(2.41).
Theorem 2.4. Let the assumptions (A) hold and U0ε ∈ Kh, V 0ε ∈ Sh. Then for
all ε ∈ (0, 1), h > 0 a solution {Unε ,Wnε , V nε }Nn=1 to (Ph,τε ) with a = 0 (φ− ≡ 0) is
such that
∫−Unε = ∫−U0ε and ∫−V nε = ∫−V 0ε , and if τn ≤ 54 ω τn−1, n = 2 → N, for an
ω ∈ (0, 1), then
c max
1≤n≤N
‖Unε ‖21 + max
1≤n≤N
(Fε(V
n
ε ), 1)
h + max
1≤n≤N
|V nε |20 + ε−1 max
1≤n≤N
|πh[V nε ]−|20
+ c
N∑
n=1
‖Unε − Un−1ε ‖21 +
N∑
n=1
|V nε − V n−1ε |20 + ρ
N∑
n=1
τn(∇V nε ,∇πh[F ′ε(V nε )])
+
N∑
n=1
τn (π
h[(Un−1ε )
3]∇Wnε ,∇Wnε ) + (1− ω)
N∑
n=1
τn (U
n
ε ∇V nε ,∇V nε )
+ ρ
N∑
n=1
τn‖V nε ‖21 ≤ C
[
1 + ‖U0ε ‖21 + (U0ε ∇V 0ε ,∇V 0ε ) + (Fε(V 0ε ), 1)h
]
,
(2.48a)
N∑
n=1
τn
∣∣∣G[Unε −Un−1ετn ]∣∣∣21 +
N∑
n=1
τn
∣∣∣G[V nε −V n−1ετn ]∣∣∣21
≤ C( max
n=0→N
‖Unε ‖0,∞)
[
1 + ‖U0ε ‖21 + (U0ε ∇V 0ε ,∇V 0ε ) + (Fε(V 0ε ), 1)h
]
.
(2.48b)
Proof . Summing (2.41) from n = 1 → k and observing that τn ≤ 54 ω τn−1,
n = 2→ k, yield for any k ≤ N that
E(Ukε , V kε ) + 12
k∑
n=1
[
c |Unε − Un−1ε |21 + |V nε − V n−1ε |2h
]
+ ρ
k∑
n=1
τn(∇V nε ,∇πh[F ′ε(V nε )])
+ 124
k∑
n=1
τn (π
h[(Un−1ε )
3]∇Wnε ,∇Wnε ) + 58 (1− ω)
k∑
n=1
τn (U
n
ε ∇V nε ,∇V nε )
≤ E(U0ε , V 0ε ) + τ12 (U0ε ∇V 0ε ,∇V 0ε ) .
(2.49)
As a = 0, we have that
E(Unε , V nε ) = c2 |Unε |21 + (Fε(V nε ), 1)h ≥ 0 .(2.50)
Therefore, the bounds 1 → 2 and 5 → 9 in (2.48a) follow from (2.49), (2.50), Unε −
Un−1ε ∈ Zh, (1.17), (2.1), and (2.14). Combining the bound on Fε(V nε ) in (2.48a) and
(2.4) yields the bounds 3→ 4 in (2.48a). Bounds 3 and 7 in (2.48a) yield, on noting
(2.8), bound 10 in (2.48a).
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From (1.16), (2.2), (2.11a), (2.21), and (1.17), we obtain that∣∣∣G[Unε −Un−1ετn ]∣∣∣21 = (Unε −Un−1ετn ,G[Unε −Un−1ετn ]) = (Unε −Un−1ετn , Qh G[Unε −Un−1ετn ])h
= −
(
1
3 π
h[(Un−1ε )
3]∇Wnε + 12 πh[(Un−1ε )2]∇V n−1ε ,∇
[
Qh G[Unε −Un−1ετn ]
])
≤ C |Un−1ε |
3
2
0,∞
[
| [πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇Wnε |0 + |(Un−1ε )
1
2 ∇V n−1ε |0
] ∣∣∣Qh G[Unε −Un−1ετn ]∣∣∣1
≤ C |Un−1ε |30,∞
[
| [πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇Wnε |20 + |(Un−1ε )
1
2 ∇V n−1ε |20
]
.
(2.51)
Similarly to (2.51), from (1.16), (2.2), (2.11c), (2.28), (2.16), (2.21), and (1.17), we
obtain that∣∣∣G[V nε −V n−1ετn ]∣∣∣21 = (V nε −V n−1ετn , Qh G[V nε −V n−1ετn ])h = −ρ(∇V nε ,∇ [Qh G[V nε −V n−1ετn ]])
−
(
Unε Λε(V
n
ε )∇V nε + 12 πh[(Unε )
1
2 (Un−1ε )
3
2 ] Λε(V
n
ε )∇Wnε ,∇
[
Qh G[V nε −V n−1ετn ]
])
≤ C
[
ρ2 |∇V nε |20 + |Unε |0,∞
(
|(Unε )
1
2 ∇V nε |20 + | [πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇Wnε |20
)]
.
(2.52)
Combining (2.51), (2.52), the assumptions on τn, and the bounds 8 → 10 in (2.48a)
yields the bounds (2.48b).
Lemma 2.5. Let u0, v0 ∈ K, and the assumptions (A) hold. On choosing
U0ε ≡ Qhu0 and V 0ε ≡ Qhv0, or U0ε ≡ πhu0 and V 0ε ≡ πhv0 in the case d = 1, it
follows that U0ε , V
0
ε ∈ Kh are such that for all h > 0
‖U0ε ‖21 + (U0ε ∇V 0ε ,∇V 0ε ) + (Fε(V 0ε ), 1)h ≤ C .(2.53)
Proof. The desired result (2.53) follows from (2.21), (2.20), and (2.18).
2.1. Inclusion of repulsive van der Waals forces. We end this section by
extending Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 and Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 to the approximation (Ph,τδ, ε ).
In order to prove the existence of a solution to (Ph,τδ, ε ) , we need to go through a reg-
ularization procedure which is similar to that used for the logarithmic Cahn–Hilliard
equation; see, e.g., [5, 3]. For this purpose we introduce, for any µ ∈ R>0, the C2,1
convex function Φ+µ : R→ R≥0 such that
Φ+µ (s) :=
{
Φ+(µ) + φ+(µ) (s− µ) + (s−µ)22 (φ+)′(µ), s ≤ µ,
Φ+(s), µ ≤ s .(2.54)
We set φ+µ (·) := (Φ+µ )′(·) and note that Φ+(s) ≥ Φ+µ (s) ≥ 0 for all s ∈ R>0.
A consequence of the monotonicity of φ+µ and our mesh assumption (A) is that
for all µ ∈ R>0
|πh[φ+µ (χ)] |21 ≤ (φ+)′(µ) (∇χ,∇πh[φ+µ (χ)] ) ∀ χ ∈ Sh;(2.55)
see, for example, [15].
Theorem 2.6. Let the assumptions (A) hold and Un−1ε , V
n−1
ε ∈ Sh with Un−1ε >
0. Then for all ε ∈ (0, 1) and for all h, τn > 0 there exists a solution {Unε ,Wnε , V nε } to
the nth step of (Ph,τδ, ε ) with U
n
ε > 0,
∫−Unε = ∫−Un−1ε , and ∫−V nε = ∫−V n−1ε . Moreover,
Unε and W
n
ε are unique.
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Proof. As Un−1ε := minx∈Ω Un−1ε (x) > 0, we have in place of (2.32), on noting
(2.12) for χ ≡ 1, that
Wnε ≡ −3GhUn−1ε [
Unε −Un−1ε
τn
+Xn−1ε ] +
1
m(Ω) (φ
+(Unε ) + φ
−(Un−1ε ), 1)
h ,(2.56)
where Xn−1ε ∈ Zh is deﬁned by (2.30). Hence (2.11a) and (2.12) can be restated as
follows.
Find Unε ∈ Sh(Un−1ε ) such that
AUn−1ε (U
n
ε , χ) + (φ
+(Unε ), (I −
∫−)χ)h = (Xn−1δ, ε , χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh ,(2.57)
where AUn−1ε (·, ·) is deﬁned as in (2.35) and X
n−1
δ, ε ∈ Zh is such that
(X
n−1
δ, ε , χ)
h := −(φ−(Un−1ε ) + 3GhUn−1ε X
n−1
ε , (I −
∫−)χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh .
Due to the singular nature of the nonlinearity φ+(s), we have to go through a regu-
larization procedure in order to prove the existence of a solution to (2.57). For any
µ ∈ R>0, we introduce the regularized version of (2.57): Find Unε, µ ∈ Sh(Un−1ε ) such
that
AUn−1ε (U
n
ε, µ, χ) + (φ
+
µ (U
n
ε, µ), (I −
∫−)χ)h = (Xn−1δ, ε , χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh,(2.58)
where φ+µ is deﬁned via (2.54). Similarly to (2.36), there exists a unique U
n
ε, µ satisfying
(2.58) since this is the Euler–Lagrange equation of the convex minimization problem
min
χ∈Sh(Un−1ε )
{
c
2 |χ|21+(Φ+µ (χ), 1)h+ 32τn |[πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇Gh
Un−1ε
(χ−Un−1ε )|20−(X
n−1
δ, ε , χ)
h
}
.
Choosing χ ≡ Unε, µ − Un−1ε ∈ Zh in (2.58) and rearranging using (2.44), (2.27),
(1.17), and the convexity of Φ+µ ≤ Φ+ yield that
c ‖Unε, µ‖21 + τn | [πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇Gh
Un−1ε
[
Unε, µ−Un−1ε
τn
] |20
≤ C [ (Φ+(Un−1ε ), 1)h + |X
n−1
δ, ε |2h + ‖Un−1ε ‖21 ] ≤ C,(2.59)
where, in the above and below, C ∈ R>0 is also independent of µ. Choosing χ ≡
πh[φ+µ (U
n
ε, µ)] in (2.58) and noting (2.55), X
n−1
δ, ε ∈ Zh, (2.27), (2.14), (1.17), and
(2.59) yield that
τn |(I −
∫−)πh[φ+µ (Unε, µ)] |2h ≤ C τn [ |Xn−1δ, ε |2h + |GhUn−1ε [Unε, µ−Un−1ετn ] |2h ]
≤ C(Un−1ε ) τn [ |X
n−1
δ, ε |2h + | [πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇Gh
Un−1ε
[
Unε, µ−Un−1ε
τn
] |20 ] ≤ C(Un−1ε ) .
(2.60)
Choosing χ ≡ Unε, µ in (2.58) and noting the convexity of Φ+µ , it follows for any constant
ζ ∈ R>0 that
(φ+µ (U
n
ε, µ), ζ −
∫−Unε, µ)h
≤ (Φ+µ (ζ)− Φ+µ (Unε, µ), 1)h + (X
n−1
δ, ε − 3GhUn−1ε [
Unε, µ−Un−1ε
τn
], Unε, µ)
h
≤ (Φ+(ζ), 1)h + (Xn−1δ, ε − 3GhUn−1ε [
Unε, µ−Un−1ε
τn
], Unε, µ)
h .
(2.61)
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Choosing ζ = (
∫−Unε, µ) ± 12 Un−1ε = (∫−Un−1ε ) ± 12 Un−1ε ≥ 12 Un−1ε > 0 in (2.61) and
noting (2.59) and (2.60) yield that
τn |
∫−(πh[φ+µ (Unε, µ)] )|2h ≤ C(Un−1ε ).(2.62)
It follows from (2.59), (2.60), and (2.62) that there exist Unε ∈ Sh(Un−1ε ), φ+h ∈
Sh, and a subsequence {Unε, µ′ , πh[φ+µ′(Unε, µ′)] }µ′ such that Unε, µ′ → Unε and
πh[φ+µ′(U
n
ε, µ′)] → φ+h as µ′ → 0. Noting that for all s ∈ R, [φ+µ ]−1(s) → [φ+]−1(s) as
µ → 0, we have that (Unε (pj) − [φ+]−1(s)) (φ+h (pj) − s) ≥ 0 for all s ∈ R, j ∈ J and
hence that φ+h ≡ πh[φ+(Unε )]. Therefore, we may pass to the limit µ′ → 0 in (2.58) to
prove the existence of a solution Unε > 0 to (2.57). Uniqueness of this solution follows
from the monotonicity of φ+. Hence noting (2.56), we have existence and uniqueness
of a solution {Unε , Wnε } to (2.11a) and (2.12). Finally, existence of a solution V nε to
(2.11c) follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Lemma 2.7. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 hold. Then for all ε ∈ (0, 1)
and for all h, τn > 0 a solution {Unε ,Wnε , V nε } to the nth step of (Ph,τδ, ε ) is such that
(2.41) holds with E(·, ·) replaced by Eδ(Unε , V nε ) := c2 |Unε |21 + (Fε(V nε ) + Φ(Unε ), 1)h.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of Lemma 2.3 on
noting (2.9) and the convexity of Φ+.
Theorem 2.8. Let the assumptions (A) hold and U0ε , V
0
ε ∈ Sh with U0ε > 0.
Then for all ε ∈ (0, 1), h > 0, a solution {Unε ,Wnε , V nε }Nn=1 to (Ph,τδ, ε ) is such that∫−Unε = ∫−U0ε and ∫−V nε = ∫−V 0ε , and if τn ≤ 54 ω τn−1, n = 2 → N , for an ω ∈ (0, 1),
then (2.48a,b) hold with the additional terms max1≤n≤N (Φ(Unε ), 1)
h on the left-hand
side of (2.48a) and (Φ(U0ε ), 1)
h inside the square brackets on the right-hand sides of
(2.48a,b).
Proof. A straightforward adaptation of the proof of Theorem 2.4 on noting (2.10)
yields the desired result.
Lemma 2.9. Let u0, v0 ∈ K, with u0 ∈ L∞(Ω) and u0(x) ≥ ζ > 0 for a.e.
x ∈ Ω, and let the assumptions (A) hold. On choosing U0ε ≡ Qhu0 and V 0ε ≡ Qhv0,
or U0ε ≡ πhu0 and V 0ε ≡ πhv0 in the case d = 1, it follows that U0ε , V 0ε ∈ Kh with
U0ε ≥ ζ are such that for all h > 0
‖U0ε ‖21 + (U0ε ∇V 0ε ,∇V 0ε ) + (Fε(V 0ε ) + Φ(U0ε ), 1)h ≤ C .(2.63)
Proof. The desired result (2.63) follows from (2.21), (2.20), and (2.18).
Remark 2.10. We note that Lemmas 2.3 and 2.7 are the discrete analogues of
the energy estimates (1.5) and (1.11), respectively, on recalling (1.6), (1.7), and that
σ(s) := 1− s.
3. Convergence in one space dimension. Let
Uε(t) :=
t−tn−1
τn
Unε +
tn−t
τn
Un−1ε , t ∈ [tn−1, tn], n ≥ 1,(3.1a)
U+ε (t) := U
n
ε , U
−
ε (t) := U
n−1
ε , t ∈ (tn−1, tn], n ≥ 1.(3.1b)
We note for future reference that
Uε − U±ε = (t− t±n ) ∂Uε∂t , t ∈ (tn−1, tn) n ≥ 1,(3.2)
where t+n := tn and t
−
n := tn−1. We introduce also τ¯(t) := τn for t ∈ (tn−1, tn] and
n ≥ 1. Using the above notation and introducing analogous notation for Wε and Vε,
(2.11a–c) can be restated as follows.
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Find {Uε, Wε, Vε} ∈ H1(0, T ;Sh)×L2(0, T ;Sh)×H1(0, T ;Sh) such that Uε(·, t) ∈
Kh and for all χ ∈ L2(0, T ;Sh), zh ∈ L2(0, T ;Kh),
∫ T
0
[(
∂Uε
∂t , χ
)h
+ 13
(
πh[(U−ε )
3]∇W+ε ,∇χ
)]
dt =− 12
∫ T
0
(πh[(U−ε )
2]∇V −ε ,∇χ) dt,
(3.3a)
∫ T
0
[
c (∇U+ε ,∇(zh − U+ε )) + (φ−(U−ε + ε)−W+ε , zh − U+ε )h
]
dt ≥ 0,
(3.3b)
∫ T
0
[(
∂Vε
∂t , χ
)h
+ ρ
(∇V +ε ,∇χ)+ (U+ε Λε(V +ε )∇V +ε ,∇χ)] dt
= − 12
∫ T
0
(πh[(U+ε )
1
2 (U−ε )
3
2 ] Λε(V
+
ε )∇W+ε ,∇χ) dt.
(3.3c)
Lemma 3.1. Let d = 1, a = 0 (φ− ≡ 0), ρ > 0, and u0, v0 ∈ K with u0 ≡ 0. Let
{T h, U0ε , V 0ε , {τn}Nn=1, ε}h>0 be such that
(i) U0ε ≡ πhu0, V 0ε ≡ πhv0;
(ii) Ω and {T h}h>0 fulﬁl assumption (A), ε ∈ (0, 1), and τn ≤ 54 ω τn−1, n =
2→ N , for an ω ∈ (0, 1);
(iii) ε, τ → 0 as h→ 0.
Then there exist a subsequence of {Uε, Vε}h, where {Uε, Wε, Vε} solve (Ph,τε ), and
functions
u ∈ L∞(0, T ;K) ∩H1(0, T ; (H1(Ω))′) ∩ C 12 , 18x,t (ΩT ),(3.4a)
v ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;K) ∩H1(0, T ; (H1(Ω))′)(3.4b)
with u(x, 0) = u0(x) for all x ∈ Ω, v(·, 0) = v0(·) in (H1(Ω))′, ∫−u(·, t) = ∫−u0 > 0 for
all t ∈ [0, T ] and ∫−v(·, t) = ∫−v0 for a.e. t ∈ [0, T ] such that as h→ 0
Uε, U
±
ε → u uniformly on ΩT ,(3.5a)
Uε, U
±
ε → u and G ∂Uε∂t → G ∂u∂t weakly in L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)),(3.5b)
Vε, V
±
ε → v and G ∂Vε∂t → G ∂v∂t weakly in L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)),(3.6a)
Vε, V
±
ε → v and Λε(V +ε )→ λ(v) strongly in L2(ΩT ).(3.6b)
Proof. From (2.48a), (2.53), and (1.15), we have for d = 1
max
1≤n≤N
‖Unε ‖1 ≤ C =⇒ max
1≤n≤N
|Unε |0,∞ ≤ C .(3.7)
Noting the deﬁnitions (3.1a,b) and (3.7), the bounds in (2.48a,b) together with (1.17),
(2.53), and the time step control in (ii) imply that
‖Uε‖2L∞(0,T ;H1(Ω)) + ‖Vε‖2L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω)) + ρ ‖Vε‖2L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) + ρ ‖V ±ε ‖2L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
+ ε−1 ‖πh[V +ε ]−‖2L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω)) + ‖τ¯
1
2 ∂Uε
∂t ‖2L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) + ‖τ¯
1
2
∂Vε
∂t ‖2L2(ΩT )
+ ‖ [πh[(U−ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇W+ε ‖2L2(ΩT ) + ‖G ∂Uε∂t ‖2L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) + ‖G ∂Vε∂t ‖2L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) ≤ C.
(3.8)
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In addition, we deduce from (3.2) and (3.8) that
‖Uε − U±ε ‖2L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) + ‖Vε − V ±ε ‖2L2(ΩT ) ≤ ‖τ¯ ∂Uε∂t ‖2L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) + ‖τ¯ ∂Vε∂t ‖2L2(ΩT )
≤ C τ.(3.9)
Moreover, the ﬁrst and ninth bound in (3.8) imply that the C
1
2 ,
1
8
x,t (ΩT ) norm of Uε
is bounded independently of h, τ , ε, and T ; see, e.g., [4, Theorem 2.2]. Therefore,
by the Arzela`–Ascoli theorem there exists a subsequence {Uε, Vε}h and a u ≥ 0, as
Uε(·, t) ∈ Kh, such that
Uε, U
±
ε → u ∈ C
1
2 ,
1
8
x,t (ΩT ) uniformly on ΩT as h→ 0.(3.10)
Furthermore, (3.10), (3.8), (2.19), (3.1a,b), (3.9),
∫−Unε = ∫−U0ε , ∫−V nε = ∫−V 0ε , and our
assumptions (iii) imply, as ρ > 0, that this same subsequence {Uε, Vε}h can be chosen
such that (3.4a), (3.4b) with K replaced by H1(Ω), (3.5a,b), and (3.6a) hold. The
strong convergence result for V
(±)
ε in (3.6b) follows immediately from (3.6a) and a
standard embedding result. Furthermore, it follows from (3.8), (3.6a), (1.18), and a
standard compactness argument that
Vε → v in C([0, T ]; (H1(Ω))′) .(3.11)
Noting the assumptions (i) and (2.19), we have that
U0ε → u0 and V 0ε → v0 strongly in H1(Ω) .(3.12)
Combining (3.12), (3.11), and (3.10) yields that u(·, 0) = u0(·) in C(Ω) and v(·, 0) =
v0(·) in (H1(Ω))′.
We now prove the remaining result in (3.6b). For this we introduce for all ε ∈
(0, 1), λε : R→ [ε, 1] deﬁned, on recalling (1.13), by
λε(s) := [λ(s)− ε]+ + ε, where [s]+ := max{s, 0}.(3.13)
Then we have that
‖λ(v)− Λε(V +ε )‖L2(ΩT ) ≤ ‖λ(v)− λ(V +ε )‖L2(ΩT ) + ‖(I − πh)λ(V +ε )‖L2(ΩT )
+ ‖πh[λ(V +ε )− λε(V +ε ) ]‖L2(ΩT ) + ‖πh[λε(V +ε )]− Λε(V +ε )‖L2(ΩT ).
(3.14)
Noting the global Lipschitz continuity of λ, (2.18), and (3.8), we have that
‖λ(v)− λ(V +ε )‖L2(ΩT ) + ‖(I − πh)λ(V +ε )‖L2(ΩT )
≤ ‖v − V +ε ‖L2(ΩT ) + C h ‖∇[λ(V +ε )]‖L2(ΩT )
≤ ‖v − V +ε ‖L2(ΩT ) + C h ‖∇V +ε ‖L2(ΩT ) ≤ ‖v − V +ε ‖L2(ΩT ) + C h .(3.15)
It follows from (2.1), (2.14), (3.1b), (1.13), (3.13), and (3.8) that
‖πh[λ(V +ε )− λε(V +ε ) ] ‖2L2(ΩT ) ≤
N∑
n=1
τn |πh[λ(V nε )− λε(V nε ) ]|2h
≤
N∑
n=1
τn |πh[ε− [V nε ]−] |2h ≤ C
[
ε2 +
N∑
n=1
τn |πh[V nε ]− |20
]
≤ C ε2.(3.16)
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From (2.7), (2.3), and (3.13), we have that Λε(V
n
ε ) |(pj−1,pj) lies between λε(V nε (pj−1))
and λε(V
n
ε (pj)) for j = 1→ J and n = 1→ N . This together with (2.18), the global
Lipschitz continuity of λε, and (3.8) implies that
‖πh[λε(V +ε )]− Λε(V +ε )‖L2(ΩT ) ≤ C h ‖∇πh[λε(V +ε )]‖L2(ΩT )
≤ C h ‖∇[λε(V +ε )]‖L2(ΩT ) ≤ C h ‖∇V +ε ‖L2(ΩT ) ≤ C h .(3.17)
Combining (3.14), (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17) and noting the result on V +ε in (3.6b)
and our assumption (iii) on ε yield the desired result on Λε(V
+
ε ) in (3.6b). Finally,
we note that Λε(V
+
ε ) ≥ 0 and (3.6b) ⇒ λ(v) ≥ 0 a.e. ⇒ v ≥ 0 a.e. ⇒ K in
(3.4b).
For any α > 0, we set
Bα := { (x, t) ∈ ΩT : u(x, t) > α } and Bα(t) := {x ∈ Ω : u(x, t) > α }.(3.18)
From (3.4a), we have that there exist positive constants Cx and Ct such that
|u(y2, t)− u(y1, t)| ≤ Cx |y2 − y1| 12 ∀ y1, y2 ∈ Ω, ∀ t ∈ [0, T ];(3.19a)
|u(x, tb)− u(x, ta)| ≤ Ct |tb − ta| 18 ∀ ta, tb ∈ [0, T ], ∀ x ∈ Ω.(3.19b)
As
∫−u(·, t) = ∫−u0 > 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ], it follows that there exists an α0 ∈ (0, ∫−u0)
such that Bα0(t) = ∅ for all t ∈ [0, T ]. It immediately follows from (3.18) and (3.19a,b)
for any ta, tb ∈ [0, T ] and for any α1, α2 ∈ (0, α0) with α1 > α2 that
y1 ∈ Bα1(ta) and y2 ∈ ∂Bα2(tb) with y2 ∈ ∂Ω =⇒
Cx |y2 − y1| 12 + Ct |tb − ta| 18 ≥ u(y1, ta)− u(y2, tb) > (α1 − α2),(3.20)
where ∂Bα(t) is the boundary of Bα(t). Therefore, (3.20) implies that for any α ∈
(0, α0), there exists an h0(α) such that for all h ≤ h0(α) and t ∈ [0, T ] there exists a
collection of simplices T hα (t) ⊂ T h such that
Bα(t) ⊂ Bhα(t) := ∪κ∈T hα (t) κ ⊂ Bα2 (t) ∀ t ∈ [0, T ].(3.21)
Similarly, it follows from (3.20) that for any α ∈ (0, α0), there exists a τ0(α) such that
for all τ ≤ τ0(α)
Bα(t) ⊂ Bα2 (tn) ⊂ Bα4 (t) ∀ t ∈ (tn−1, tn], n = 1→ N.(3.22)
Clearly, we have from (3.21) and (3.22) that α2 < α1 < α0 implies that h0(α2) ≤
h0(α1) and τ0(α2) ≤ τ0(α1). For a ﬁxed α ∈ (0, α0), it follows from (3.18), (3.5a),
and our assumption (iii) of Lemma 3.1 that there exists an ĥ0(α) ≤ h0(α) such that
for h ≤ ĥ0(α)
0 ≤ U±ε (x, t) ≤ 2α ∀ (x, t) ∈ Bα,
1
2 α ≤ U±ε (x, t) ∀ (x, t) ∈ Bα,
and τ ≤ τ0(α).(3.23)
Theorem 3.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 hold. Then there exist a sub-
sequence of {Uε,Wε, Vε}h, where {Uε, Wε, Vε} solve (Ph,τε ), and functions {u,w, v}
satisfying (3.4a,b) and
w ∈ L2loc({u > 0}) with ∇w ∈ L2loc({u > 0}),(3.24)
where {u > 0} := {(x, t) ∈ ΩT : u(x, t) > 0 } such that as h → 0 (3.5a,b), (3.6a–
c) hold and W+ε → w, ∇W+ε → ∇w weakly in L2loc({u > 0}). Furthermore, we
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have that u, v, and w fulﬁl u(·, 0) = u0(·), v(·, 0) = v0(·) and are such that for all
η, z ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)), with supp(z) ⊂ {u > 0},∫ T
0
〈∂u∂t , η〉dt+ 13
∫
{u>0}
u3∇w .∇η dxdt+ 12
∫
ΩT
u2∇v .∇η dxdt = 0,(3.25a) ∫
{u>0}
[ c∇u .∇z − w z ] dxdt = 0,(3.25b) ∫ T
0
〈∂v∂t , η〉dt+
∫
ΩT
[ ρ∇v .∇η + uλ(v)∇v .∇η ] dxdt
+ 12
∫
{u>0}
u2 λ(v)∇w .∇η dxdt = 0.(3.25c)
Proof. For any η ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)), we choose χ ≡ πhη in (3.3a,c) and now
analyze the subsequent terms. First, (2.17), (2.23), (2.18), (1.15) in time, and (3.8)
yield for Z ≡ Uε and Vε, respectively, and for all η˜ ∈ H1(0, T ;H1(Ω)) that∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
[(
∂Z
∂t , π
hη
)h − (∂Z∂t , πhη)] dt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
[(
∂Z
∂t , π
h[η − η˜])h − (∂Z∂t , πh[η − η˜])] dt
∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣−
∫ T
0
(
Z, ∂(π
hη˜)
∂t
)h
dt+ (Z(·, T ), πhη˜(·, T ) )h − (Z(·, 0), πhη˜(·, 0) )h
+
∫ T
0
(
Z, ∂(π
hη˜)
∂t
)
dt− (Z(·, T ), πhη˜(·, T ) ) + (Z(·, 0), πhη˜(·, 0) )
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ C ‖G ∂Z∂t ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) ‖πh[η − η˜]‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
+ C h ‖Z‖L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω)) ‖πhη˜‖H1(0,T ;H1(Ω))
≤ C ‖η − η˜‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) + C h ‖η˜‖H1(0,T ;H1(Ω)) .
(3.26)
Furthermore, it follows from (1.16) and (3.8) that∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
(
∂Z
∂t , (I − πh)η
)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ‖G ∂Z∂t ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) ‖(I − πh)η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
≤ C ‖(I − πh)η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)).(3.27)
Combining (3.26), the denseness of H1(0, T ;H1(Ω)) in L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)), (3.27), (2.19),
(1.20), (3.5b), and (3.6a) yields that for z ≡ u and v, respectively,∫ T
0
(
∂Z
∂t , π
hη
)h
dt→
∫ T
0
〈∂z∂t , η〉dt as h→ 0.(3.28)
In view of (2.28), (3.1b), (2.16), (3.7), and (3.8), as ρ > 0, we deduce that∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
(
πh[(U+ε )
1
2 (U−ε )
3
2 ] Λε(V
+
ε )∇W+ε ,∇(I − πh)η
)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖πh[(U+ε )
1
2 (U−ε )
3
2 ]∇W+ε ‖L2(ΩT ) ‖(I − πh)η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
≤ C ‖U+ε ‖
1
2
L∞(ΩT )
‖ [πh[(U−ε )3] ]
1
2∇W+ε ‖L2(ΩT ) ‖(I − πh)η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
≤ C ‖(I − πh)η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)),(3.29a)
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and similarly∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
(
πh[(U−ε )
3]∇W+ε ,∇(I − πh)η
)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
(
U+ε Λε(V
+
ε )∇V +ε ,∇(I − πh)η
)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
(
πh[(U−ε )
2]∇V −ε ,∇(I − πh)η
)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
(∇V +ε ,∇(I − πh)η) dt
∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
(∇U+ε ,∇(I − πh)η) dt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ‖(I − πh)η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)).
(3.29b)
Noting (3.29b), (2.19), (3.5b), and (3.6a), we have for Z+ ≡ U+ε and V +ε , and z ≡ u
and v, respectively, that∫ T
0
(∇Z+,∇(πhη) ) dt→
∫ T
0
(∇z,∇η) dt as h→ 0.(3.30)
It also follows from (3.8), (2.28), (1.13), and (3.4a,b) that for all η˜ ∈L∞(0, T ;W 1,∞(Ω))
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
(
(πh[(U−ε )
2]− u2)∇V −ε ,∇η
)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖πh[(U−ε )2]− u2‖L∞(ΩT ) ‖V −ε ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) ‖η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
≤ C [‖πh[(U−ε )2 − u2]‖L∞(ΩT ) + ‖(I − πh)u2‖L∞(ΩT )] ‖η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)),(3.31a)∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
(
(U+ε Λε(V
+
ε )− uλ(v) )∇V +ε ,∇η
)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
(
(U+ε − u) Λε(V +ε )∇V +ε ,∇η
)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
[ (
u (Λε(V
+
ε )− λ(v) )∇V +ε ,∇(η − η˜)
)
+
(
u (Λε(V
+
ε )− λ(v) )∇V +ε ,∇η˜
) ]
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖U+ε − u‖L∞(ΩT ) ‖V +ε ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) ‖η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
+ ‖u‖L∞(ΩT ) ‖Λε(V +ε )− λ(v)‖L∞(ΩT ) ‖V +ε ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) ‖η − η˜‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
+ ‖u‖L∞(ΩT ) ‖Λε(V +ε )− λ(v)‖L2(ΩT ) ‖V +ε ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) ‖η˜‖L∞(0,T ;W 1,∞(Ω))
≤ C
[
‖U+ε − u‖L∞(ΩT ) ‖η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) + ‖η − η˜‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
+ ‖Λε(V +ε )− λ(v)‖L2(ΩT ) ‖η˜‖L∞(0,T ;W 1,∞(Ω))
]
.
(3.31b)
Noting that L∞(0, T ;W 1,∞(Ω)) is dense in L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)), (3.29b), (2.19), (3.31a,b),
(3.5a), (2.13), (3.6b), and (3.6a), we have that∫ T
0
(
πh[(U−ε )
2]∇V −ε ,∇(πhη)
)
dt→
∫ T
0
(u2∇v,∇η) dt as h→ 0,(3.32a) ∫ T
0
(
U+ε Λε(V
+
ε )∇V +ε ,∇(πhη)
)
dt→
∫ T
0
(uλ(v)∇v,∇η) dt as h→ 0.(3.32b)
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We now show the compactness of {W+ε }h on compact subsets of {u > 0}. On
noting (3.23), (3.8), (2.28), and (2.16), we have for all h ≤ ĥ0(α), similarly to (3.29a),
that∣∣∣∣∣
∫
ΩT \Bα
πh[(U+ε )
1
2 (U−ε )
3
2 ] Λε(V
+
ε )∇W+ε .∇η dxdt
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ C ‖U+ε ‖
1
2
L∞(ΩT \Bα) ‖ [πh[(U−ε )3] ]
1
2∇W+ε ‖L2(ΩT ) ‖η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
≤ C α 12 ‖η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
(3.33a)
and similarly ∣∣∣∣∣
∫
ΩT \Bα
πh[(U−ε )
3]∇W+ε .∇η dxdt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C α 32 ‖η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)).(3.33b)
It follows from (3.23), (3.21), and (3.8) that for all h ≤ ĥ0(α8 )
C1 α
3
∫
Bα
4
|∇W+ε |2 dxdt ≤ C1 α3
∫
Bhα
4
|∇W+ε |2 dxdt ≤
∫
Bhα
4
πh[(U−ε )
3] |∇W+ε |2 dxdt
≤ C,(3.34)
where Bhα := {(x, t) ∈ ΩT : x ∈ Bhα(t)}. Similarly to (3.31a,b), it follows from (2.28),
(3.34), (1.13), and (3.4a,b) that for all h ≤ ĥ0(α8 ) and for all η˜ ∈ L∞(0, T ;W 1,∞(Ω))∣∣∣∣ ∫
Bα
(πh[(U−ε )
3]− u3)∇W+ε .∇η dxdt
∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖πh[(U−ε )3]− u3‖L∞(ΩT ) ‖∇W+ε ‖L2(Bα) ‖η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
≤ C α− 32 [ ‖πh[(U−ε )3 − u3]‖L∞(ΩT )+ ‖(I − πh)u3‖L∞(ΩT )] ‖η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)),(3.35a)∣∣∣∣ ∫
Bα
(πh[(U+ε )
1
2 (U−ε )
3
2 ] Λε(V
+
ε )− u2 λ(v) )∇W+ε .∇η dxdt
∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣ ∫
Bα
(πh[(U+ε )
1
2 (U−ε )
3
2 ]− u2) Λε(V +ε )∇W+ε .∇η dxdt
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣ ∫
Bα
u2 (Λε(V
+
ε )− λ(v) )∇W+ε . [∇(η − η˜) +∇η˜ ] dxdt
∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖πh[(U+ε )
1
2 (U−ε )
3
2 ]− u2‖L∞(ΩT ) ‖∇W+ε ‖L2(Bα) ‖η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
+ ‖u2‖L∞(ΩT ) ‖Λε(V +ε )− λ(v)‖L∞(ΩT ) ‖∇W+ε ‖L2(Bα) ‖η − η˜‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
+ ‖u2‖L∞(ΩT ) ‖Λε(V +ε )− λ(v)‖L2(ΩT ) ‖∇W+ε ‖L2(Bα) ‖η˜‖L∞(0,T ;W 1,∞(Ω))
≤ C α− 32
[
‖πh[(U+ε )
1
2 (U−ε )
3
2 − u2]− (I − πh)u2 ‖L∞(ΩT ) ‖η‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
+ ‖Λε(V +ε )− λ(v)‖L2(ΩT ) ‖η˜‖L∞(0,T ;W 1,∞(Ω)) + ‖η − η˜‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
]
.
(3.35b)
From (3.23) we have for all h ≤ ĥ0(α8 ) and for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ) that ξh(·, t) := U+ε (·, t)±
α
16 ζ
h(·, t)/‖ζh(·, t)‖L∞(Ω) ∈ Kh for any ζh ∈ L2(0, T ;Sh) with supp(ζh) ⊂ Bα8 .
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Choosing zh ≡ ξh in (3.3b) yields, as φ− ≡ 0, for all h ≤ ĥ0(α8 ) that
∫ T
0
[
c (∇U+ε ,∇ζh)− (W+ε , ζh)h
]
dt = 0 ∀ ζh ∈ L2(0, T ;Sh) with supp(ζh) ⊂ Bα
8
.
(3.36)
Next we derive a bound on W+ε locally on the set {u > 0}. For any α ∈ (0, α0) and
any t ∈ [0, T ], we choose a cut-oﬀ function θα(·, t) ∈ C∞(Ω) such that
θα(·, t) ≡ 1 on Bα(t), 0 ≤ θα(·, t) ≤ 1 on Bα2 (t) \Bα(t),
θα(·, t) ≡ 0 on Ω \Bα2 (t) and |∇θα(·, t)| ≤ C α−2.(3.37)
It follows from (3.20) that this last property can be achieved. We have from (3.37)
and (3.21) that
supp(πh[θ2α
2
W+ε ] ) ⊂ Bhα4 ⊂ Bα8 ∀ h ≤ ĥ0(
α
8 ).(3.38)
Next we note, as d = 1, that for any κ = (pj , pj+1) ∈ T h and any z1, z2 ∈ C(κ)
∇πh[z21 z2] = [ (z1 z2)(pj) + (z1 z2)(pj+1) ]∇πh[z1] + z1(pj) z1(pj+1)∇πh[z2] on κ.
(3.39)
It follows from (2.1), (3.36), (3.38), (3.39), (3.37), (3.21), and (1.19) that for all
h ≤ ĥ0(α8 )∫
ΩT
πh[(θα
2
W+ε )
2] dxdt =
∫ T
0
(W+ε , π
h[θ2α
2
W+ε ] )
h dt =
∫ T
0
c (∇U+ε ,∇(πh[θ2α2 W
+
ε ] ) ) dt
≤ C ‖U+ε ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
[
‖∇θα
2
‖L∞(ΩT )
[∫
ΩT
πh[(θα
2
W+ε )
2] dxdt
] 1
2
+ ‖∇W+ε ‖L2(Bhα
4
)
]
≤ C (1 + α−4) ‖U+ε ‖2L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) + C ‖∇W+ε ‖2L2(Bhα
4
) .
(3.40)
From (3.21), (3.37), and (2.14), we obtain that for all h ≤ ĥ0(α8 )∫
ΩT
πh[(θα
2
W+ε )
2] dxdt ≥
∫
Bhα
πh[(W+ε )
2] dxdt ≥
∫
Bhα
(W+ε )
2 dxdt ≥ ‖W+ε ‖2L2(Bα).
(3.41)
Therefore, combining (3.34), (3.40), (3.41), (3.9), and (3.8) yields that
‖W+ε ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Bα(t))) ≤ C(α−1) ∀ h ≤ ĥ0(α8 ).(3.42)
The bound (3.42) implies the existence of a subsequence and a function w ∈
L2(0, T ;H1(Bα(t))) such that
W+ε → w, ∇W+ε → ∇w weakly in L2(Bα) as h→ 0.(3.43)
On noting that L∞(0, T ;W 1,∞(Ω)) is dense in L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)), (3.29a,b), (2.19),
(3.35a,b), (3.5a), (2.13), (3.6b), and (3.43), we have that as h→ 0∫
Bα
πh[(U−ε )
3]∇W+ε .∇(πhη) dxdt→
∫
Bα
u3∇w .∇η dxdt,(3.44a) ∫
Bα
πh[(U+ε )
1
2 (U−ε )
3
2 ] Λε(V
+
ε )∇W+ε .∇(πhη) dxdt→
∫
Bα
u2λ(v)∇w .∇η dxdt.(3.44b)
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Using (2.1), (2.18), and (3.42), we deduce for all ζ ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)) with supp(ζ) ⊂
Bα and for all h ≤ ĥ0(α8 ) that∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
[
(W+ε , π
hζ)h − (W+ε , ζ)
]
dt
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∫
ΩT
(I − πh)(W+ε ζ) dxdt
∣∣∣∣
≤ C h
∫
ΩT
|∇(W+ε ζ)|dxdt
≤ C h ‖W+ε ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Bα(t))) ‖ζ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
≤ C(α−1)h ‖ζ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)).(3.45)
It follows from (3.45) and (3.43) that for all ζ ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)) with supp(ζ) ⊂ Bα,
∫ T
0
(W+ε , π
hζ)h dt→
∫ T
0
(w, ζ) dt =
∫
Bα
w ζ dxdt as h→ 0 .(3.46)
Combining (3.30) for u and (3.46) and noting (3.36) yield that
∫
Bα
[ c∇u .∇ζ − w ζ ] dxdt = 0 ∀ ζ ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)) with supp(ζ) ⊂ Bα.(3.47)
This uniquely deﬁnes w in terms of u on the set Bα. Repeating (3.44a,b) for all α > 0
and noting (3.33a,b) and (2.19) yield for all η ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)) that as h→ 0
∫
ΩT
πh[(U−ε )
3]∇W+ε .∇(πhη) dxdt→
∫
B0
u3∇w .∇η dxdt,(3.48a) ∫
ΩT
πh[(U+ε )
1
2 (U−ε )
3
2 ] Λε(V
+
ε )∇W+ε .∇(πhη) dxdt→
∫
B0
u2 λ(v)∇w .∇η dxdt.(3.48b)
Combining (3.3a,c), (3.28), (3.30), (3.32a,b), and (3.48a,b) and repeating (3.47)
for all α > 0 yield that the functions {u, w, v} satisfy (3.4a,b), (3.24), and
(3.25a–c).
Remark 3.3. If v0 ≡ 0, then (3.25a–c) collapses to
∫ T
0
〈∂u∂t , η〉dt− c3
∫
{u>0}
u3∇(∆u) .∇η dxdt = 0 ∀ η ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω))(3.49)
since v ≡ λ(v) ≡ 0 in ΩT and w ≡ −c∆u on {u > 0}. This is the Bernis–Friedman
weak formulation of the degenerate fourth order equation ∂u∂t +
c
3 ∇.(u3∇(∆u)) = 0;
see [9]. Note that (3.49) incorporates a weak formulation of the boundary condition
c
3 u
3 ∂∆u
∂ν∂Ω
= 0. In addition, (3.25b) implies that ∂u∂ν∂Ω (x, t) = 0 for (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× (0, T )
whenever u(x, t) > 0. Therefore, (3.25a–c) is the natural extension of the Bernis–
Friedman weak formulation to the problem (P) in the presence of surfactant (v0 ≡ 0).
Remark 3.4. The obstacle formulation in (Ph,τε ) is not crucial in proving well-
posedness and convergence of the resulting approximation {Uε, Wε, Vε} to a solution,
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{u, w, v}, of (P). Replacing πh[(Un−1ε )3], πh[(Un−1ε )2] by πh[ [Un−1ε ]3+], πh[ [Un−1ε ]2+]
in (2.11a), the inequality by an equality, Kh by Sh in (2.11b), and Unε Λε(V
n
ε ),
πh[(Unε )
1
2 (Un−1ε )
3
2 ] by πh[ [Unε ]+] Λε(V
n
ε ), π
h[ [Unε ]
1
2
+ [U
n−1
ε ]
3
2
+] in (2.11c), one can eas-
ily adapt the proofs of Theorems 2.2, 2.4, and 3.2 and Lemmas 2.3, 2.5, and 3.1. Hence
one can pass to a limit {u, w, v} which solves (P) in the sense of (3.25a–c) with u2
replaced by [u]2+ in (3.25a) and uλ(v) replaced by [u]+ λ(v) in (3.25c). Using [u]− as
a test function in the modiﬁed (3.25a), one recovers the nonnegativity of u and hence
the weak formulation (3.25a–c). However, as Unε (·) can now become negative in many
disconnected regions where u(·, tn) ≡ 0, this makes the location of the approximate
free boundary more diﬃcult.
Remark 3.5. On choosing U0ε ≡ πhu0 and V 0ε ≡ πhv0, we need the quasi unifor-
mity assumption on the partitioning T h only in order to obtain the bound (2.48b) via
(2.51), (2.52), and (2.21) and the bound (3.26) via (2.23). However, we can replace
this with the far milder assumption that {T h}h>0 is a regular partitioning at the
expense of a minimum time step constraint as in [4]. It is easily established from
(1.16), (2.22), {T h}h>0 being a regular partitioning, elliptic regularity, assuming that
Ω is convex polygonal if d = 2, and (2.17) that
‖(G − Gh)zh‖1 ≤ C h ‖zh‖0 ∀ zh ∈ Zh .(3.50)
Then choosing χ ≡ Gh[Unε −Un−1ετn ] and χ ≡ Gh[
V nε −V n−1ε
τn
] in (2.11a) and (2.11c), re-
spectively, we obtain, similarly to (2.51) and (2.52), that
‖Gh ∂Uε∂t ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) + ‖Gh ∂Vε∂t ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) ≤ C(‖Uε‖L∞(ΩT ))(3.51)
on noting (2.53). Combining (3.50) and (3.51) and noting the ﬁfth and sixth bound
in (2.48a), it follows for Z ≡ Uε or Vε that
‖G ∂Z∂t ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) ≤ ‖(G − Gh)∂Z∂t ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω)) + ‖Gh ∂Z∂t ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
≤ C h ‖∂Z∂t ‖L2(ΩT ) + C(‖Uε‖L∞(ΩT ))
≤ C(‖Uε‖L∞(ΩT )) (τ−
1
2
min h+ 1) ≤ C(‖Uε‖L∞(ΩT ))
if the mild time step constraint C h2 ≤ τmin := minn=1→N τn is satisﬁed.
3.1. Inclusion of van der Waals forces. We now extend Lemma 3.1 and
Theorem 3.2 to the approximation (Ph,τδ, ε ).
Lemma 3.6. Let d = 1, ρ > 0 and u0, v0 ∈ K, with u0(x) ≥ ζ > 0 for all x ∈ Ω.
Let {T h, U0ε , V 0ε , τ, ε}h>0 be such that assumptions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Lemma 3.1
hold. Then there exist a subsequence of {Uε, Vε}h, where {Uε, Wε, Vε} solve (Ph,τδ, ε ),
and functions {u, v} satisfying (3.4a,b) with u(x, 0) = u0(x) for all x ∈ Ω, v(·, 0) =
v0(·) in (H1(Ω))′, ∫−u(·, t) = ∫−u0 > 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ], and ∫−v(·, t) = ∫−v0 for
a.e. t ∈ [0, T ], such that as h→ 0 (3.5a,b) and (3.6a–c) hold.
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that of Lemma 3.1.
Theorem 3.7. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.6 hold. Then there exist a sub-
sequence of {Uε,Wε, Vε}h, where {Uε, Wε, Vε} solve (Ph,τδ, ε ), and functions {u,w, v}
satisfying (3.4a,b), w ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)), and u > 0 on ΩT . In addition, as h → 0,
(3.5a,b), (3.6a–c), and W+ε → w weakly in L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)) hold. Furthermore, we
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have that u, v, and w fulﬁl u(·, 0) = u0(·), v(·, 0) = v0(·) and are such that for all
η ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)),∫ T
0
〈∂u∂t , η〉dt+ 13
∫
ΩT
u3∇w .∇η dxdt+ 12
∫
ΩT
u2∇v .∇η dxdt = 0,∫
ΩT
[ c∇u .∇η + φ(u) η − w η ] dxdt = 0,∫ T
0
〈∂v∂t , η〉dt+
∫
ΩT
[ ρ∇v .∇η + uλ(v)∇v .∇η ] dxdt+ 12
∫
ΩT
u2 λ(v)∇w .∇η dxdt = 0.
Proof. Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 2.9 imply that
max
t∈[0,T ]
∫
Ω
πh[Φ(U+ε )](x, t) dx ≤ C.(3.52)
From the uniform Ho¨lder continuity of U+ε and (3.52), it follows that there exists
u ∈ R>0 independent of h, τ , and ε such that U+ε (x, t) ≥ u > 0 for all (x, t) ∈ ΩT ;
see, e.g., [23, Corollary 5.3]. Combining this with (3.5a) yields that u is strictly
positive.
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2 with the following minor
modiﬁcations. We have that (3.36) holds with the extra term (φ+(U+ε )+φ
−(U−ε ), ζ
h)h
inside the square brackets on the left-hand side. Since u is strictly positive, it is
straightforward to show convergence of this extra term to the corresponding term in
the weak formulation of the continuous problem.
4. Solution of the nonlinear discrete system. We now discuss algorithms
for solving the resulting system of nonlinear equations for {Unε ,Wnε , V nε } at each time
level for the approximations (Ph,τε ) and (P
h,τ
δ, ε ). As (2.11a,b) for (P
h,τ
ε ) and (2.11a),
(2.12) for (Ph,τδ, ε ) are independent of V
n
ε , we ﬁrst solve these to obtain {Unε ,Wnε }; then
we solve (2.11c) for V nε . First, we consider (P
h,τ
ε ). Adapting the techniques in [4,
section 3] we introduce Rnε ∈ Sh by
(Rnε , χ)
h = c (∇Unε ,∇χ) + (φ−(Un−1ε + ε), χ)h − (Wnε , χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh.(4.1)
Hence, for any µ ∈ R>0 and on recalling (3.13), (Ph,τε ) is equivalent to the following.
Given U0ε ∈ Kh, V 0ε ∈ Sh, for n ≥ 1 ﬁnd {Unε ,Wnε , V nε } ∈ [Sh]3 such that (2.11a),
(4.1), Rnε = π
h[Rnε−µUnε ]+, and (2.11c) hold. We use this formulation in constructing
our iterative method to solve (Ph,τε ).
Given {Wn,0ε , Rn,0ε } ∈ [Sh]2, for k ≥ 1 ﬁnd {Un,kε ,Wn,kε , Rn,kε } ∈ [Sh]3 such that
for all χ ∈ Sh(
Un,kε −Un−1ε
τn
, χ
)h
+ b
n−1
3 (∇Wn,kε ,∇χ) = 13 ((bn−1 − πh[(Un−1ε )3])∇Wn,k−1ε ,∇χ)
− 12 (πh[(Un−1ε )2]∇V n−1ε ,∇χ),(4.2a)
c (∇Un,kε ,∇χ) + (φ−(Un−1ε + ε), χ)h = (Wn,kε +Rn,k−1ε , χ)h,
(4.2b)
Rn,kε = π
h[Rn,k−1ε − µUn,kε ]+,(4.2c)
where bn−1 := |Un−1ε |30,∞.
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Then, having obtained {Unε ,Wnε }, we ﬁnd V nε as follows. Given V n,0ε ∈ Sh, for
k ≥ 1 ﬁnd V n,kε ∈ Sh such that(
V n,kε −V n−1ε
τn
, χ
)h
+ ρ
(∇V n,kε ,∇χ)+ (Unε Λε(V n,k−1ε )∇V n,kε ,∇χ)
= − 12 (πh[(Unε )
1
2 (Un−1ε )
3
2 ] Λε(V
n,k−1
ε )∇Wnε ,∇χ) ∀ χ ∈ Sh.(4.3)
Equation (4.3) is the natural extension of the iterative procedure proposed in [22] for
solving a ﬁnite element approximation of the thin ﬁlm equation. As (4.3) is linear,
existence of V n,kε follows from uniqueness; and this is easily established on noting
ρ ≥ 0, (2.5), and Unε ∈ Kh. Hence the iteration (4.3) is well deﬁned.
The algorithm (4.2a–c) is a simple adaptation of the algorithm in [4, section 3]
for problem (Ph,τε ) in the absence of the surfactant and van der Waals forces, i.e.,
V nε ≡ 0 and a = 0 (φ− ≡ 0).
Deﬁning An,k−1 ∈ Zh such that
(An,k−1, χ)h := 13 (π
h[(Un−1ε )
3]∇Wn,k−1ε ,∇χ) ∀ χ ∈ Sh(4.4)
and Xn−1ε ∈ Sh as in (2.30), it follows from (4.2a), (2.22), (4.2b) with χ ≡ 1, (1.17),
and (1.14) that
Wn,kε = (I −
∫−)Wn,k−1ε − 3bn−1 Gh[Un,kε −Un−1ετn +An,k−1 +Xn−1ε ]
+
∫−πh[φ−(Un−1ε + ε)]− ∫−Rn,k−1ε .(4.5)
Therefore, (4.2a,b) may be written equivalently as follows: Find Un,kε ∈ S
h
(Un−1ε ) :=
{χ ∈ Sh : χ− Un−1ε ∈ Zh } such that
c (∇Un,kε ,∇χ) + 3bn−1 (Gh[U
n,k
ε −Un−1ε
τn
], χ)h
= ((I − ∫−)(Wn,k−1ε +Rn,k−1ε +Xn,k−1ε ), χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh,(4.6)
where X
n,k−1
ε ∈ Sh is such that
(X
n,k−1
ε , χ)
h := −(φ−(Un−1ε + ε) + 3bn−1 Gh[An,k−1 +Xn−1ε ], χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh .
Existence and uniqueness of Un,kε ∈ S
h
(Un−1ε ) satisfying (4.6) then follows since, on
noting (2.22), this is the Euler–Lagrange equation of the convex minimization problem
min
χ∈Sh(Un−1ε )
{
c
2 |χ|21 + 32 bn−1 τn |∇Gh(χ− Un−1ε )|20 − (Wn,k−1ε +Rn,k−1ε +X
n,k−1
ε , χ)
h
}
.
(4.7)
Finally, Wn,kε and R
n,k
ε are uniquely deﬁned by (4.5) and (4.2c), respectively. Hence
the iterative procedure (4.2a–c) is well deﬁned for any µ > 0.
Theorem 4.1. Let the assumptions (A) hold. Then there exists a µ0 such that
for all µ ∈ (0, µ0) and {Wn,0ε , Rn,0ε } ∈ [Sh]2 the sequence {Un,kε ,Wn,kε }k≥0 generated
by the algorithm (4.2a–c) satisﬁes
Un,kε → Unε and
∫
Ω
πh[(Un−1ε )
3] |∇(Wnε −Wn,kε )|2 dx→ 0 as k →∞.(4.8)
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Proof. This is a simple adaptation of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [4]. On letting
Ek := Unε − Un,kε ∈ Zh, F k :=Wnε −Wn,kε ∈ Sh, and Dk := Rnε −Rn,kε ∈ Sh,
it is an easy exercise to show that
|Dk|2h + µ τn3 | [bn−1 − πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇F k|20 + 23 µ τn | [πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇F k|20
+ (2µ c− C µ2) |Ek|21 ≤ |Dk−1|2h + µ τn3 | [bn−1 − πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇F k−1|20.(4.9)
Now (4.9) yields that { |Dk|2h+ µ τn3 | [bn−1−πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇F k|20 }k≥0 is a decreasing
sequence for µ suﬃciently small and hence has a limit. Therefore, the desired results
(4.8) follow from this and (4.9).
Remark 4.2. The linear system (4.3) can be solved eﬃciently using a conjugate
gradient algorithm. Although we are unable to show convergence of the iteration (4.3)
for V nε , we observed good convergence properties in practice.
4.1. Inclusion of repulsive van der Waals forces. We now consider an al-
gorithm for solving the nonlinear algebraic system at each time level in (Ph,τδ, ε ). Our
method for {Unε ,Wnε } satisfying (2.11a) and (2.12) is based on the general splitting
algorithm of [25]; see also [2, 5], where this algorithm has been adapted to solve simi-
lar variational inequality problems arising from Cahn–Hilliard systems. V nε satisfying
(2.11c) is solved as before using (4.3). We now introduce our algorithm for {Unε ,Wnε }.
Let Bn : Sh → Sh be such that for all qh ∈ Sh, χ ∈ Sh
(Bn(qh), χ)h := c (∇qh,∇χ) + (φ−(Un−1ε ), χ)h .
Hence (2.12) can be rewritten as
(Bn(Unε ) + φ+(Unε ), χ)h = (Wnε , χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh .(4.10)
Now, for n ﬁxed, multiplying (4.10) with µ ∈ R>0, adding (Unε , χ)h to both sides,
rearranging on noting (2.11a), and deﬁning Xn−1ε ∈ Sh as in (2.30), it follows that
{Unε , Wnε } ∈ [Sh]2 solving (2.11a) and (2.12) satisfy for all χ ∈ Sh(
Unε −Un−1ε
τn
, χ
)h
+ b
n−1
3 (∇Wnε ,∇χ) = 13 ((bn−1 − πh[(Un−1ε )3])∇Wnε ,∇χ)
− (Xn−1ε , χ)h,(4.11a)
(Unε + µφ
+(Unε ), χ)
h = (Y nε , χ)
h,(4.11b)
where Y nε ∈ Sh is such that
(Y nε , χ)
h := (Unε , χ)
h − µ (Bn(Unε )−Wnε , χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh .(4.11c)
For later use we introduce also Y
n
ε ∈ Sh such that
(Y
n
ε , χ)
h := (Unε , χ)
h + µ (Bn(Unε )−Wnε , χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh(4.11d)
and note that Y
n
ε = 2U
n
ε − Y nε . We use this as a basis for constructing our iterative
procedure to ﬁnd {Unε , Wnε } ∈ [Sh]2 satisfying (4.11a,b).
Given {Un,k−1ε , Wn,k−1ε } ∈ [Sh]2 for k ≥ 1, we deﬁne Y n,k−1ε ∈ Sh such that
(Y n,k−1ε , χ)
h := (Un,k−1ε , χ)
h − µ (Bn(Un,k−1ε )−Wn,k−1ε , χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh .(4.12a)
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Then we ﬁnd U
n,k− 12
ε ∈ Sh such that
(U
n,k− 12
ε + µφ
+(U
n,k− 12
ε ), χ)
h = (Y n,k−1ε , χ)
h ∀ χ ∈ Sh(4.12b)
and ﬁnd {Un,kε , Wn,kε } ∈ [Sh]2 such that for all χ ∈ Sh(
Un,kε −Un−1ε
τn
, χ
)h
+ b
n−1
3 (∇Wn,kε ,∇χ)
= 13 ((b
n−1 − πh[(Un−1ε )3])∇Wn,k−1ε ,∇χ)− (Xn−1ε , χ)h,(4.12c)
(Un,kε , χ)
h + µ (Bn(Un,kε )−Wn,kε , χ)h = (Y
n,k
ε , χ)
h,(4.12d)
where Y
n,k
ε := 2U
n,k− 12
ε −Y n,k−1ε . Existence and uniqueness of Un,k−
1
2
ε > 0 in (4.12b)
follow from the monotonicity of ϕ : R>0 → R, where ϕ(s) := s+µφ+(s), and the fact
that lims→∞ ϕ(s) = − lims↘0 ϕ(s) =∞.
It remains to show that (4.12c,d) possess a unique solution {Un,kε , Wn,kε } ∈ [Sh]2.
This is a simple adaptation of the existence and uniqueness proof for {Un,kε ,Wn,kε ,
Rn,kε } in (4.2a–c). Similarly to (4.5), it follows from (4.12c), (2.22), (4.12d) with
χ ≡ 1, (1.17), and (1.14) that
Wn,kε = (I −
∫−)Wn,k−1ε − 3bn−1 Gh[Un,kε −Un−1ετn +An,k−1 +Xn−1ε ]
+
∫−πh[φ−(Un−1ε )] + µ−1 ∫−(Un,kε − Y n,kε ) ,(4.13)
where An,k−1 ∈ Zh is deﬁned as in (4.4). Then similarly to (4.6), (4.12c,d) may be
written equivalently as follows: Find Un,kε ∈ S
h
(Un−1ε ) ≡ Sh(Un−1ε ) such that for all
χ ∈ Sh
(Un,kε , (I −
∫−)χ)h + µ [c (∇Un,kε ,∇χ) + 3bn−1 (Gh[Un,kε −Un−1ετn ], χ)h]
= (Y
n,k
ε + µ
[
Wn,k−1ε − φ−(Un−1ε )− 3bn−1 Gh[An,k−1 +Xn−1ε ]
]
, (I − ∫−)χ)h.(4.14)
Similarly to (4.7), existence and uniqueness of Un,kε ∈ S
h
(Un−1ε ) satisfying (4.14) then
follow since this is the Euler–Lagrange equation of the convex minimization problem
min
χ∈Sh(Un−1ε )
{
1
2 |χ|2h + µ
[
c
2 |χ|21 + 32 bn−1 τn |∇Gh(χ− Un−1ε )|20
]
−(Y n,kε + µ
[
Wn,k−1ε − φ−(Un−1ε )− 3bn−1 Gh[An,k−1 +Xn−1ε ]
]
, χ)h
}
.
Finally, Wn,kε is uniquely deﬁned by (4.13). Hence the iterative procedure (4.12a–d)
is well deﬁned for any µ > 0.
Theorem 4.3. Let the assumptions (A) hold. Then for all µ ∈ R>0 and
{Un,0ε ,Wn,0ε } ∈ [Sh]2 the sequence {Un,kε ,Wn,kε }k≥0 generated by the algorithm
(4.12a–d) satisﬁes
Un,kε → Unε and
∫
Ω
πh[(Un−1ε )
3] |∇(Wnε −Wn,kε )|2 dx→ 0 as k →∞.(4.15)
In addition, it holds that U
n,k− 12
ε → Unε as k →∞.
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Proof. A simple adaptation of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [5] yields that
c |Unε − Un,kε |21 + 14µ |Y nε − Y n,kε |2h + τn6 | [bn−1 − πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇(Wnε −Wn,kε )|20
+ τn3 | [πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇(Wnε −Wn,kε )|20 + (φ+(Unε )− φ+(Un,k−
1
2
ε ), Unε − Un,k−
1
2
ε )h
≤ 14µ |Y nε − Y n,k−1ε |2h + τn6 | [bn−1 − πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇(Wnε −Wn,k−1ε )|20 .
(4.16)
Therefore, on noting the monotonicity of φ+, we have that { 14µ |Y nε − Y n,kε |2h +
τn
6 | [bn−1−πh[(Un−1ε )3] ]
1
2 ∇(Wnε −Wn,kε )|20 }k≥0 is a decreasing sequence for all µ > 0.
Since it is bounded below, the sequence has a limit. Hence the desired results follow
from this and (4.16).
Remark 4.4. Note that the algorithm (4.12a–d) can easily be modiﬁed to solve
the variational inequality that arises at each time step in (Ph,τε ). In particular, let
Bn : Sh → Sh be such that (Bn(qh), χ)h := c (∇qh,∇χ) + (φ−(Un−1ε + ε), χ)h for
all qh ∈ Sh, χ ∈ Sh, substitute Bn for Bn in (4.12a–d), and replace (4.12b) with the
following: Find U
n,k− 12
ε ∈ Kh such that (Un,k−
1
2
ε − Y n,kε , η − Un,k−
1
2
ε )h ≥ 0 for all
η ∈ Kh. Then this new procedure satisﬁes the statement of Theorem 4.3 as well; see
[5, section 3] for a similar proof. However, we employed algorithm (4.2a–c) to solve
(Ph,τε ) since in practice it exhibited superior convergence properties.
Remark 4.5. We see from (4.6) for (Ph,τε ) and (4.14) for (P
h,τ
δ, ε ) that at each
iteration for Unε one needs to solve only a ﬁxed linear system with constant coeﬃcients.
On a uniform mesh this can be done eﬃciently using a discrete cosine transform; see
[12, section 5], where a similar problem is solved.
5. Numerical results. First, we present numerical experiments in one space
dimension in the absence of van der Waals forces, a = δ = 0 (φ ≡ 0). Throughout
we chose a uniform partitioning of Ω = (−L,L), where L ≥ 1, with mesh points
pj = −L+(j−1)h, j = 1→ #J , where h = 2L#J−1 . In addition, we chose uniform time
steps τn = τ = 1.28× 10−2h and set the regularization parameter ε = 1.28× 10−3h.
For the initial proﬁles u0(x) and v0(x), we chose either
(i) u0(x) = [14 − x2]+ or (ii) u0(x) = 1(5.1a)
with v0(x) =
v0max
2 [(1− γ)− tanh(A(|x| − x0))]+ ,(5.1b)
where v0max ≥ 0, γ ∈ [0, 1), A > 0, and x0 ∈ (0, L). (i) with v0max > 0, (i) with
v0max = 0, and (ii) with v
0
max > 0 resemble a liquid drop on a plain surface with and
without surfactant on top of it and a uniform liquid ﬁlm with surfactant, respectively.
Note that for γ > 0 the surfactant v0 has compact support [−l, l], where l = x0 +
A−1 tanh−1(1− γ). Throughout we chose U0ε ≡ πhu0 and V 0ε ≡ πhv0 as the discrete
initial data for (Ph,τε ) and (P
h,τ
δ, ε ).
For the iterative algorithms (4.2a–c), (4.12a–d), and (4.3), we set, for n ≥ 1,
Zn,0 ≡ Zn−1 for Z = Uε,Wε, Vε, and Rε, where
R0ε = 0 and (W
0
ε , χ)
h = c (∇U0ε ,∇χ) + (φ(U0ε ), χ)h ∀ χ ∈ Sh ,
and for each n adopted the stopping criteria
|Un,kε − Un,k−1ε |0,∞ < tol and |V n,kε − V n,k−1ε |0,∞ < tol,(5.2)
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Table 1
(i) with v0max = 0, source-type solution errors.
#J 65 129 257 513 1025 2049
max
n=1→N
‖πhu(·, tn)− Unε (·)‖0,∞ × 104 74.68 62.90 42.40 8.263 2.538 0.900
max
n=1→N
‖πhv(·, tn)− V nε (·)‖0,∞ × 105 1.549 1.391 2.041 2.944 3.499 3.989
-0.008
-0.007
-0.006
-0.005
-0.004
-0.003
-0.002
-0.001
0
0.001
0.002
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
#J = 65
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#J = 257
#J = 513
#J = 1025
#J = 2049
Fig. 1. πhu0(x)− Uε(x, T ) plotted against x for T = 4 with v0 ≡ 0.
respectively, with tol = 10−8. Furthermore, we chose µ = 11.13h and set {Unε ,Wnε , Rnε }≡ {πh[Un,kε ]+,Wn,kε , Rn,kε } for (4.2a–c), while we used µ = 0.625h and set {Unε ,Wnε }
≡ {Un,kε ,Wn,kε } if Un,kε > 0 and {Unε ,Wnε } ≡ {Un,k−
1
2
ε ,Wn,kε } otherwise for (4.12a–d).
For the iteration (4.3) we set V nε ≡ V n,kε .
In our ﬁrst set of experiments we set the parameters L = 1, c = 2× 10−2, ρ = 0,
and we chose the initial data (i) with v0max = 0 and a ﬁnal time T = 4. We note from
the weak formulation (3.25a–c) that this initial data is a steady state for (P); that is,
u(x, t) = u0(x), v(x, t) = 0 for all (x, t) ∈ ΩT . The results for various choices of h are
displayed in Table 1, where all values are correct to four signiﬁcant ﬁgures.
Remark 5.1. In order to obtain a discretization that leads to a discrete analogue
of the energy estimate (1.5) we needed to approximate λ(v) in a subtle way; see (2.7).
In particular, the resulting scheme does not guarantee that Vε ≡ 0 if the initial data
have this property. However, the results in Table 1 show that the error between Vε
and v is small.
In Figure 1 we plot πhu0(x)− Uε(x, T ) for #J = 2k + 1, k = 6→ 11, on a short
interval about the initial free boundary point on the right-hand side, x = 0.5. For
each #J there are a few points outside the support of u0(x) which are much larger
than tol = 10−8. Outside the region plotted |πhu0(x)−Uε(x, T )| is “zero,” i.e., much
smaller than tol. This behavior compares with results in [4], where similar errors can
be observed. Note that the diﬀerent choice of c here acts as a time scaling factor.
We see from Figure 2 that for #J = 210 + 1 the initial proﬁle U0ε ≡ πhu0 is
graphically preserved in the absence of surfactant. This is underlined by the fact that
the energy
E(t) := t−tn−1τn E(Unε , V nε ) + tn−tτn E(Un−1ε , V n−1ε ), t ∈ [tn−1, tn], n ≥ 1,
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Uε(x, T ), Vε(x, T ) at T = 4 and E(t) for t ∈ [0, T ] in the (a) absence
and (b) presence of surfactant, respectively.
remains constant over the whole time period [0, T ]. When surfactant is included,
however, this has a dramatic eﬀect on the shape of the solution Uε(x, T ). For the
plot in Figure 2, we took v0 as described in (5.1b) with A = 50, x0 = 0.1, γ = 10
−4,
and v0max = 0.9 so that the support of v
0 ⊂ (−0.2, 0.2) ⊂ [−0.5, 0.5], the support
of u0. Eventually the solutions Uε and Vε reach a “numerical steady state”; i.e., we
obtain that {Unε ,Wnε , V nε } ≡ {Un,1ε ,Wn,1ε , V n,1ε } for n suﬃciently large for the stated
stopping criteria on Uε and Vε (see (5.2)). For the parameters mentioned above and
a stopping tolerance of tol = 10−10 this state is reached at T = 3413. In Figure 3 we
plot Uε(·, t) and Vε(·, t) for t = 0, t = 50, t = 200, and t = 3413, respectively.
Remark 5.2. In the case ρ = 0, the only mechanism for surfactant spreading is
transport via the ﬂuid velocity. If the support of the initial data of the surfactant is
contained in the set of points initially wetted, then one can show that the support of
the surfactant at time t is contained in the set W(t) := {x : u(x, τ) > 0 for some τ ∈
[0, t]}, which is the set of points which have been wetted at some time in the past.
For the discrete problem a similar property follows directly from (2.11c), since V nε (pj)
can only be nonzero if either V n−1ε (pj) = 0 or (Unε , χj) = 0. Therefore, the only
modiﬁcation is that the support of the surfactant can be one mesh point ahead of the
discrete analogue of W(t).
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Fig. 3. Uε(x, t) and Vε(x, t) for t = 0, 50, 200, 3413.
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Fig. 4. Uε(x, T ) and Vε(x, T ) plotted against x for T = 4 (left) and T = 1000 (right).
Remark 5.3. A parabolic proﬁle for the drop together with a constant surfactant
density on the support of the drop is a steady state for the system (1.1a–c) if ρ = 0.
It is the discrete analogue of such a steady state that we observe for large times in
Figure 3.
Remark 5.4. For the thin ﬁlm equation (in the no-slip case) it is conjectured that
the support of the ﬁlm does not increase. In the case that a surfactant is placed on
the ﬁlm this property does not seem to be true any longer.
In addition, we performed experiments for a uniform liquid layer, i.e., u0 ≡ 1.
We chose the parameters similar to the ones reported in [26]. In particular, we took
L = 4, T = 4, c = 10−5, ρ = 2 × 10−4, v0max = 1, γ = 0, A = 10, x0 = 0.5, and
#J = 210 + 1. The computed solutions Uε(x, T ) and Vε(x, T ) can be seen on the
left-hand side of Figure 4.
We note that Uε(x, T ) and Vε(x, T ) approach similarity solutions of (P) for the
case ρ = c = a = δ = 0; see [24]. This can be seen on the right-hand side of Figure 4,
where we plot the two functions for the values L = 20, T = 1000, c = 10−8, ρ = 0,
γ = 0, v0max = 1, A = 10, x0 = 0.5, and #J = 2
10 + 1. We recall that (Ph,τε ) is only
well-posed for c > 0. In order to formulate the similarity solutions, we make use of
the following transformation of coordinates. Let ξ := (1 + t)−
1
3 x, u(ξ, t) := Uε(x, t)
and v(ξ, t) := (1 + t)
1
3 Vε(x, t). Then the similarity solutions for u and v are given by
u0(ξ) =
{
2 ξ
ξs
, 0 ≤ ξ < ξs,
1, ξs ≤ ξ,
and v0(ξ) =
{
ξs
6 (ξs − ξ), 0 ≤ ξ < ξs,
0, ξs ≤ ξ,
where ξs := (12
∫ L
0
v0(x) dx)
1
3 is the position of the shock. The corresponding plot is
shown on the left-hand side of Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. u(ξ, T ), v(ξ, T ) with the corresponding similarity solutions u0(ξ), v0(ξ) plotted against
ξ for T = 1000 (left) and Uε(x, T ), Vε(x, T ) plotted against x for T = 4.33 when φ 	≡ 0 (right).
5.1. Inclusion of van der Waals forces. In addition, we conducted numerical
experiments in which we considered the eﬀect of both attractive and repulsive van
der Waals forces being present. Note that this corresponds to a > 0 and δ > 0,
respectively.
We note that (4.12b) is a decoupled system of #J equations and that for χ ≡ χj
one has to ﬁnd s = U
n,k− 12
ε (pj) ∈ R>0 that satisﬁes
ψ(s) := s2 (ϕ(s)− Y n,kε (pj)) = 0,(5.3)
where ϕ(s) := s+µφ+(s) as in section 4. To solve ψ(s) = 0, we use Newton’s method:
s-+1 = s- − [ψ′(s-)]−1ψ(s-), > ≥ 0,(5.4)
with |s-+1 − s-| < tol as the stopping criterion and s0 = Un,k− 32ε (pj) for k ≥ 2 and
s0 = Un,0ε (pj) otherwise. Note that we introduced the term s
2 in (5.3) in order to
stabilize the Newton iteration. Although other powers of s are possible, this particular
choice seemed preferable in practice. In fact, the iteration (5.4) always converged.
On the right-hand side of Figure 5, we plot Uε(x, T ) and Vε(x, T ) for a = 2×10−3,
δ = 10−5, and ν = 4. The other parameters were chosen as follows: c = 10−5,
ρ = 2 × 10−3, initial data (ii) with v0max = 1, γ = 0, A = 10, x0 = 0.5, L = 4,
T = 4.33, and #J = 210 + 1. One can clearly see the eﬀect of modeling the van der
Waals forces. Once the ﬁlm thickness reaches a certain threshold, the ﬁlm tries to
rupture in the eﬀected regions. Note that we have plotted the solutions just before
such a “rupture” occurs. Although the ﬁlm height might become extremely thin,
it can never actually rupture (Uε = 0) due to the presence of the repulsive van der
Waals forces. We would also like to mention that we repeated the experiment with the
parameters mentioned above on a very ﬁne mesh. As we obtained virtually identical
results, we are satisﬁed that the oscillations shown in Figure 5 are not due to mesh
eﬀects. In fact, the instabilities are in agreement with linear stability analysis for the
thin ﬁlm equation in the presence of van der Waals forces (see [28, 27]).
5.2. Numerical results for d = 2. Finally, we present numerical experiments
in two space dimensions with Ω = (−L,L) × (−L,L). We took a uniform mesh of
squares ς of length h = 2L128 , each of which was divided into two triangles by its north
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Fig. 6. Uε(x, T ) and Vε(x, T ) plotted against x for T = 35.
east diagonal. We used the modiﬁed discrete semi-inner product on C(Ω):
(η1, η2)
h
∗ :=
∫
Ω
Πh(η1(x) η2(x)) dx .(5.5)
Here Πh is the piecewise continuous bilinear interpolant on Ω, which on each square
ς is bilinear and interpolates at the vertices. Using (5.5) instead of (2.1) enables us to
solve (4.6) eﬃciently using a “discrete cosine transform” approach; see [2]. We note
that similarly to (2.1) and (2.14), the semi-inner product (5.5) is equivalent on Sh to
the standard L2 inner product, and in place of (2.17), we have that
|(zh, χ)h − (zh, χ)h∗ | ≤ Ch1+m[ln( 1h )]2 ‖zh‖m‖χ‖1 ∀ zh, χ ∈ Sh , m = 0 or 1.
Therefore, it is easy to adapt the proofs to show that all the results in this paper
remain unchanged with the choice (5.5).
We report on an experiment with the same parameters for (P) as in d = 1 for
Figure 4. In particular, we set a = δ = 0, c = 10−5, ρ = 2 × 10−4, L = 4, T = 35,
τn = τ = 10
−3, and ε = 10−5, and for the initial proﬁles we chose u0 ≡ 1 and (5.1b)
for v0 with v0max = 1, γ = 0, A = 10, and x0 = 0.5. We set U
0
ε ≡ πhu0 and V 0ε ≡ πhv0.
Note that u0, v0 ∈ W 1,∞(Ω), and hence the results of Lemma 2.5 still hold for the
chosen U0ε , V
0
ε on noting a standard interpolation result. Note, furthermore, that
here we integrate until T = 35 as opposed to T = 4 in one space dimension. This is
due to the slower speed of propagation; e.g., the corresponding similarity solution for
c = ρ = 0 advances proportionally to (1 + t)
1
4 for d = 2 as opposed to (1 + t)
1
3 for
d = 1 (see [24]). We chose tol = 10−8 and µ = 400 for the iterative method (4.2a–c).
In Figure 6, we plot Uε(x, T ) and Vε(x, T ) for T = 35, respectively.
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